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Racers, Tigers, Lakers
continue tourneys today
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growing study at MSU
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It's not duck soup
in Sandwich, Illinois

See story on page 7

See Royko's column, page 3
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News In Brief
Gov. Collins relaxing in Florida
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov. Martha Layne Collins,
still
recuperating from abdominal surgery in late November,
is relaxing in Florida, spokeswoman Barbara Hadley Smith
said today.
Ms. Smith said the governor left the state on Thursday
for an
undisclosed location in Florida.
Mrs. Collins made her first public appearance outside
of the
Governor's Mansion on Thursday when she visited
with the family of Edward F. Prichard Jr. prior to memorial service
s for him
In Lexington.
The next two officials in line as acting governor will
also be out
of the state this weekend.
Lt. Gov. Steven Beshear and Senate President pro tern Joe
Prather, D-Vine Grove, plan to attend the Hall of Fame Bowl in
Birmingham, Ala., where the University of Kentucky will play
the University of Wisconsin on Saturday.
Secretary of State Drexell Davis will be acting governor until
one of the other officials returns to Kentucky.
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Community determined to bring Scouts to Murray

Museum gets S50,000 from county...
BY KEVIN BOWDEN
staff writer
With only a few days remaining before
the deadline to secure $2.5 million for the
location of the National Boy Scout
Museum on the Murray State University
campus, the Calloway Fiscal Court has
responded to the campaign by appropriating $50,000 to the fund drive.
The donation, which County Attorney
Max Parker reported was legally supported by KRS 68.030, will be divided into
two budgets, with $25,000 of the pledged
money to be worked into the 1985-86
budget by County Executive Judge
George Weaks, and another $25,000 ap-

Elsewhere...

propriation "strongly recommended" to
the incoming administration.
The donation received unanimous approval after fund drive chairman Sid
Easley met before the court requesting
the money. In support of the donation,
Easley presented a brief and informal list
of benefits, including incoming taxes, jobs
and income generated by tourism revenue
and an overall promotion of MSU, the city, county and state by having the
museum located in Murray.
Easley reported to the court, with the
deadline set for Dec. 31, that the fund
drive was nearing a succesful completion
with still more last minute donations be-

ing sought to make up a final $100,000 still
needed to secure the museum.
In other action, the fiscal court
unanimously approved a recommendation
by Judge Weaks to appoint Judy Thornton
as the secretary of the Calloway County
Road Department.
The court also unanimously approved a
recommendation to terminate the lease on
a 3M copier machine in the courthouse
due to the machine's performance being
termed "very unsatisfactory" and "little
or no service" done by the manufacturer.
County Clerk Marvin Harris was given
authority to seek another copier machine
to be used in the courthouse.

...city OKs an additional $50,000

By lime Armada;led Prow

ANGOLA, La. — An unrepentant Robert Lee Willie was
executed Friday in Louisiana's electric chair for the rape
and
murder of an 18-year-old woman who was attacked as
she walked
home. Willie was the 32nd person executed in the United
States
and the sixth in Louisiana since the Supreme Court ruled
in 1976
that states may reinstate the death penalty.
NONG SAMET, Thailand — About 1,000 Vietnamese troops,
backed by tanks and artillery, are reported to be closing
in on the
headquarters of the Khmer People's National Liberation
Front,
an anti-Communist resistance group which earlier lost
its largest
camp to Vietnamese soldiers.
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina — The Supreme Court has
ruled
that civilian judges can try nine former junta leaders accused
of
human right abuses during the nation's years of military
rule —
clearing the way for public trials that Argentine
news media
liken to the Nuremburg war crimes trials after World War
II.
TOEUN,Poland — Secret police officers, standing trial
in connection with the slaying of a pro-Solidarity priest, say
they
believed top officials approved of their actions in order to
stop the
priest "once and for all."
WASHINGTON — The nation's economy is showing encoura
ging signs of a revival following four months of very sluggish
activity, many analysts believe.
NEW YORK — Prevention or treatment of AIDS has moved
a
step closer with the discovery in France and England
that the
deadly virus latches onto a protein on a key immune system
cell
and kills the cell, thereby crippling the immune system.
The finding may lead to development of chrical antibodi
es to
neutralize the AIDS virus.
WASHINGTON — A decorated World War II hero who froze
to
death three weeks ago in a park facing the White House
is being
buried in Arlington National Cemetery, honored in death
with
respect that eluded hirn during the last 20 years of his
life as a
homeless wanderer.
N'DJAMENA, Chad — wine months ago this luckless nation
reaped a bumper cotton
p and, behind a screen of French
troops, was slowly reco
g from a 19-year-long civil war. Now
Libyan troops have effectively partitioned the country
, and a
devastating drought has resulted Ina third of its populati
on going
hungry.
ROCK ISLAND, Ill. — A woman arrested after bank tellers
became suspicious when she tried to cash a check is being held
for authorities in two states, where she is suspected of passing $3
million in bad checks.
NEW YORK — Officials say the countdown to New Year's Day
will continue to be capped by the dropping ball in Times Square,
even though there's a chance the building it falls from will be
demolished.
NEW DELHI, India — Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi's Congress Party built up a commanding lead today in partial results
of India's turbulent three-day general election.
WASHINGTON — Chanting anti-Soviet slogans, more than 500
demonstrators marched through downtown Washington, marking the fifth anniversary of the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.
WASHINGTON — Scientists exploring the Caribbean Sea in a
new submersible research craft have found plants growing 884
feet beneath the surface, 221 feet below the previous record
depth.
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The Public Service Commission has
refused to reconsider its denial of a $7.1 million rate increase to
South Central Bell Telephone Co. The utility had sought the increase to recover depreciation costs of equipment.

KENTUCKY CERTIFIED CITY

BY KEVIN BOWDEN
staff writer
Answering a call for financial
assistance from organizers of
the drive to locate the National
Boy Scout Museum to Murray,
the Murray City Council
unanimously approved a pledge
of $50,000 to be allocated over a
two year period.
The ;50,000 pledge was the second such pledge promised Sid
Easley, who is spearheading the
local effort to have the museum
located on the MSU campus.
Earlier Thursday, the Calloway
Fiscal Court approved a similar
agreement also allocating

$50,000 over a two-year period.
Both donations came during
the final hours of the fund raising campaign which needs a
total of $2.5 million by Dec. 31.
The remaining funds needed are
still being sought by Easley, who
commented that he had several
prospects for at least most of the
money and that plans are being
made to solicit private donations
to bring the total to the $2.5
million required by the Boy
Scouts of America. Easley also
reported to the council that he
had received several "substantial?" donations from differing
sources — private, industry,

area groups and also from the
state.
In other action, the city council unanimously approved ordinance number 807 allowing for
the use of incinerators, used by
local industries, to be used to
dispose of combustible waste.
The action was taken following a
request by the Briggs and Stratton plant to use an incinerator on
plant property. The ordinance
would in no way effect the hauling of waste, city attorney Don
Overbey stressed to councilmen.
The city council also approved
two appointments recommended by Mayor Holmes Ellis.

Dates set
for schools
to return
Students in the city and
county school districts are
scheduled to return to school
next week, according to local
school officials.
Students in the city school
system will return to school
Thursday, Jan. 3 while
students in the county school
system will return to school a
day earlier, Wednesday, Jan.
2.
Buses in both districts will
resume their regularly
scheduled runs during the
first day of classes.
Teachers in the Murray
School District will attend an
in-service day Wednesday,
Jan. 2, according to Willie F.
Jackson, director of pupil
personnel.

OPEC hoping for
price monitoring
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William Fandrich, 802 South
16th Street, was named to the
Murray Housing Authority filling the unexpired term of John
Resig. The appointment meets
the requirment of a representative of the Republican Party
on the board. Fandrich is selfemployed as a land develepor.
Sheila Shaw, 409 North 10th
Street, was named to the Murray Board of Zoning Adjustment
to fill the unexpired term of Buddy Buckingham who recently
submitted his resignation. Shaw
Is employed with the Murray
Board of Education as its
treasurer/finance officer.

DRAINING WORK — County employees Rupert Nix and Donnie Myatt busily excavat
ed a section of
this sidewalk just outside the Calloway County Courthouse Thursday afternoon
as they installed a
drainage pipe to alleviate some of the water runoff which has been reporte
d in the courthouse. The two
men,
most local residents, took advantage of the recent warm weather to take care of some
needed
outdoor repairs.
%tart Owen b Itr,In Here.

ubje

GENEVA, Switzerland (AP)
— OPEC ministers reconvened
today hoping to formally approve an unprecedented plan to
monitor Peach member nation's
production and pricing — a lastditch bid to stop a tailspin in
world oil prices.
Twelve of the 13 OPEC nations
tentatively agreed to the proposal on Thursday. The 13th
member, Nigeria, a major
OPEC producer that has suffered from steadily falling
prices and strayed from cartel
policy as a result, was expected
to declare its position today.
Nigerian Oil Minister David
Tam-West showed up late and
missed the meeting Thursday at
which the consensus on the enforcement plan was reached.
Ecuador's delegation expressed opposition to the plan earlier
In the day, but changed its mind
after consultation with its
government, according to Oil
Minister Arturo Hernandez
Grisanti of Venezuela
Chances of the plan's success
do not hinge on Ecuador, a small
producer. But the decision of
Nigeria, one of OPEC's biggest
producers, will be crucial
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Red Tag Day. Sale
3 Days Only
Sun. Dec 30, Mon Dec. 31,
Tues. Jan. 1
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marked down
merchandise*
*Applies only to red ticketed or tagged merchandise
which has been reduced for clearance. Does not
apply to regular merchandise which is on sale for a
limited time or to other merchandise in regular
advertising, in circulars or catalogs.
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royko says

by mike royko

Out in the open
There are lingering suspicions that the Iranian
government connived somehow with the hijackers
who murdered two Americans aboard an airliner
at the Tehran airport. The best way for the Iranians to convince the world that the suspicions
aren't justified is to put the four hijackers on trial,
promptly and in public.
Iran's chief public prosecutor is quoted by the
country's official news agency as saying there will
be a trial, and it will be conducted under Islamic
law, which provides the death penalty for murder.
Fine, but if the trial is to have credibility it must
be open to foreign observers.
What kind of trial the Iranians have in mind is
subject to question when Prime Minister Mir Hussein Moussavi is saying that the two Americans
killed aboard the hijacked Kuwaiti airliner wekre
victims of the "aggressive policies" of the United
States. The Ayatollah Khomeini is not the only Iranian whose hatred for Americans clouds his
perception of reality.
U.S. intelligence sources in Washington say they
have seen no hard evidence linking the Iranian
government to the hijacking and murders, but the
"rescue" of the surviving hostages aboard the
airliner took place under circumstances that invite suspicion. The Iranians waited six days before
trying to storm the plane, and did so, they say, by
sending soldiers aboard in the guise of a "cleaning crew" requested by the hijackers. Why would
hijackers who were murdering and torturing
hostages and planning to blow up the airliner suddenly want the services of a cleaning crew? And
why were there no casualties in the "shootout" in
the airliner's cramped cabin?
If Iran cannot bring itself to punish Muslim terrorists who have slaughtered airline passengers
at an Iranian airport, Western countries should be
prepared to come down hard with economic sanctions, includng a suspension of flights to Tehran
by international airlines. A country that condones
such barbarism forfeits any claim of respect.
It is gratifying to learn that a special U.S. commando squad was flown to the Middle East shortly after the two Americans were killed in Tehran
and the lives of other hostages were being
threatened. The aim, according to a report in
Newsweek, was to offer help in a rescue mission
in case the hijacked airliner was flown to a country under a friendly government that would accept
assistance. The United States has been embarrassed in the past by its lack of a quickdeployment force trained to deal with international terrorism. Now we're ready.

It's not duck soup in Sandwich, Illinois
Thed quiet, old town of Sandwich,
Ill., has only one traffic light. And
some of the 5,000 residents still
wonder if it was really worth the
expense.
And it's said that in Sandwich,
people rarely bother to use the turn
signals on their cars or pick-ups.
That's because everybody knows
where everybody else is going.
Now, you might get the impression that life in a town like Sandwich
can be dull. But like any community, Sandwich has controversy,
events that force people to choose
sides.
True, it doesn't have street gangs,
muggings, city council wars or
disputes over the best French
restaurant.
But it has Bob Pitcher and his pet
duck. And the question: Is Bob Pitcher's duck illegal?
Mr. Pitcher, who manages a local
store, is accused of "possessing a
duck in violation of Section 518,
Chapter 5, of the city code" of
Sandwich.
That's surprising for several
reasons. For one, it is hard to imagine that Sandwich would need
enough laws to fill 518 sections of one
chapter.
It's also surprising that in a town
like Sandwich, a person couldn't
own a pet duhk.

"I don't understand it myself,"
said Pitcher, about the illegal status
of his duck, which is named Duck.
"I got it about two years ago from
a farmer whpn it was just a duckling, about the size of your fist. I got
it for my daughter.
"You see, we live in a part of town
where there aren't many houses and
have lots of room. So I thought it
would be nice to have a duck. I actually had two of them, but the other
one was walking in the road when a
car came along, and that duck
forgot to duck, and he's gone.

such domestic animals or fowl
within the city limits.'
"The strange thing is, the ordinance specifically allows horses
and pigeons. But not a duck."
The law can be strange. Imagine
if everybody in Sandwich choses to
buy horses. Why, you could not walk
down the street without hip boots on.
Because of what he considers
discrimination against ducks — or
at least his duck — Pitcher decided
to fight. He hired a lawyer, and the
case is working its way through the
courts.

"My dog and the duck have'lurned into great friends. The dog's a
Labrador retriever.
"They both live in the yard, and
they sleep together. But the duck is
boss. If the dog barks too much, the
duck chases him. He doesn't quack,
he just hisses.

"I'm going to have a jury trial.
They'll have to bring in a
veterinarian just to establish that
the duck is really a duck. You have
to do that in a trial, you know.
"The worst that can happen is
that I'll pay a fine, If I have to do
that, I'll pay it. But I'll keep my
duck. A man's got to draw a line
somewhere."

'As pets go, he's a pretty friendly duck. He'll sit around and watch
people go by. He likes to wait' and
look at the mailman. That's a big
part of hist;lay. The duck's, I mean,
not the mailman's.
"Anyway, last June I was served
with a complaint by the city that.rny
duck is illegal because the city code
says: 'It shall be unlawful for
anyone to own sheep, goats, cattle,
hogs, chickens, ducks and other

Pitcher says the entire town is
divided on the issue of the duck. People discuss it in the cafes, the gas
stations, the drugstores and other
gathering places.
"I think most people think it's silly. They aren't necessarily duck
lovers, but they know it's not worth
all the fuss."
The city attorney disagrees. "I
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live only four houses from Mr. Pitsaid Ron Cook. "And on
several occasions I saw the duck
running loose. One of the town
policemen saw it running loose, too, •
and issued the citation."
(To a resident of Chicago, where .
fiends and lunatics wander the 7
streets, it sounds strange to hear a
city official speaking with alarm of
a duck running loose.1
"The main problem is one of
sanitation," Cook said. "You have
pigeons in Chicago, so you know
what they can do. Well, ducks create
the same problem."
True. But so do dogs, cats and
guys wandering out of saloons at 2
a.m., but nobody has outlawed
them.
"I think," Cook said, "that Mr.
Pitcher keeps it as a watch duck. It
keeps other dogs out of his yard. It
chases them."
Pitcher agrees. "It is a very good
watch duck. It is fearless."
And if you have to get rid of the
duck? Will it break your daughter's
heart?
"Nah. You know how teen-agers
are. She could care less about th0
duck. But my dog would be heartbroken. They have become, such
pals."
The law can be a pitiless thing.

heartline

looking back
Ten years ago
Guy Cunningham, Coffield Vance, L.D. Cathey
and Tommy Wilkins will be ordained and installed as deacons of the Memorial Baptist Church on
Sunday.
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
John Wayne Canter on Dec. 16.
Darin Loftis, Tammie Blakely, Christine
Spann, Monica Nance and Vonnie Hays, piano
students of Cecilia Dunn, presented a recital on
Dec. 21 at the D
e.
Sugar Creek Baptist
ch will have a watch
ve. Dr. H.C. Chiles
night service on New Yea
will be the speaker.
Twenty years ago
The John R. Used Furniture Company on
North Fifth Street was damaged by fire on Dec.
26.
"Congratulations to Robert Wyman on being
named president of the Tappan-Gurney Plant,"
from the column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray" by James C. Williams.
Presenting the program at the meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club at the Murray Woman's
Club House were Nancy Wilson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Hugh D. Wilson, president of Calloway
County High Chapter of Future Homemakers of
America, and Billy Miller, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William B. Miller, president of CCH Chapter of
Future Farmers of America. They were introduced by Carmon Parks, agriculture teacher
at CCHS, who had been presented by Dr. O.C.
Wells, Rotary Club program chairman.
Thirty years ago
The United States Agricultural Department today designated 36 counties in Kentucky as
drought emergency loan areas for a period extending through Dec. 31, 1955. This includes
Calloway and all Western Kentucky Counties.
Eddie Smith, 20, of Pasadena, Calif., was killed in a one car accident last night at Hazel.
Tech Sgt. Richard Scarborough, Jr., is serving
with the U.S. Air Force at Wichita Falls, Texas,
but will leave soon for overseas duty in England.
Max Grogan,son of Mr. and Mrs. W.S. Grogan,
Rt. 4, Murray, will open his senior art exhibit in
Mary Ed McCoy Hall Gallery at Murray State
College on Jan. 3.
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business mirror

Good old fashioned productivity gains
NEW YORK (AP) — As the industrial economy renews itself
with brand new industries and products, it is taking on an oldfashioned look in at least one
respect:
Productivity is growing again,
just as it used to grow before
Americans became complacent.
That impact of that is enormous,
involving employment and
unemployment, recession and expansion, inflation and price stability, foreign trade, wages, corporate
profits, living standards and pride.
Productivity is merely the efficiency of production, and productivity gains are improvements in
that efficiency.For many years the
United States set standards of production efficienty, and in the process built the biggest and most productive economy the world has
ever seen. Then, it lost its edge.
Some contended unions interfered with efficiency. Others
blamed lazy managements that
couldn't understand that rewards
require risks.
Others said it was a combination
of reasons, including the aging of
industrial plants, the need to clean
up a polluted environment, government regulation and tax policy.
And another very large factor:
Consumerism.
Americans fought to consume
the economic pie, but they didn't
put the same energy into making a
bigger one. And as everyone
knows, unless you bake a bigger
pie you can't take a larger slice
without cutting your neighbor's
share.
Wage increases exceeded gains
in production efficiency, and corporate profits were disbursed as
dividends rather than reinvested in
improved plants. In business,

short-term profits oten came at the
expense of long-term strength.
Government stepped up its activities, the better to serve people,
but as history demonstrates, it was
easier to give assistance to people
— government aid, in fact, came to
be known as an "entitlement" —
than to finance it.
Productivity gains, which had
averaged around 3 percent annually — and even reached 9.4 percent
In 1850 and 6.9 percent as recently
as 1973 — all but disappeared in

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
According to the "Harper's Index"(Harper's Magazine. October,
1984), every billion dollars of U.S.
government defense spending
creates 21,000 jobs. Every billion
dollars of U.S. government
nondefense spending creates 25,000
jobs.
While the Harper's editors don't
tell us how they arrived at these
figures. or even how they might be
Interpreted, we are left with the impression that defense spending is
somehow less productive.
Perhaps more important is how
dependent all of us seem to be on
any kind of government spending. Is
that why it is so hard to reduce the
government deficit"
For a "thoughtful" Holiday gift.
consider the 260 page paperback collection of Thoughts in Season,
available at local bookstores and the
Calloway County Library. Al) proceeds go to support WATCH.and
Murray-Calloway County Needline.

some years. In 1975 and 1976, and
1980 and 1981, output of goods and
services actually shrank.
A study by the Conference
Board, a non-profit research and
educational organization shows
that growth in U.S. productivity
between 1973 and 1982 was the
lowest 10-year figure in nearly a
century.
But now, it says, American industries have begun to record
significant productivity increases
again. In 1983, for example, the
gain amounted to 2.9 percent,
which isn't much lower than the
long-term average.
The board credits the improvement to the Economic Recovery
Tax Act of 1981, deregulation of indu stry , low inflation, new
technologies and better laborgovernment relations.

WRITE A LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the
writer's address and phone
number must be included for
verification. The phone number
will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general
Interest.
Letters must not be more than
500 words. Longer letters cannot
be published.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42021.

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you
must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this
column.
HEARTLINE: I have heard that
laws have been patsed which
change the,ages at which a person
can retire on Social security. I expect to be retiring in 4 years, and
need to know if I will still be allowed to retire then, or if I must keep
working for a few more years. I will
be 65 in 4 years. F.S.
ANSWER: If you are now over
age 45, there is no change in retirement age. You will still be able to
retire at age 65 with full benefits, or
at age 62 with 80 percent of your full
benefits. If you are now 45 or under,
retirement age will be raised.
Beginning in 2003, the age at which
you can retire with full benefits will
increase by two months a year until it reaches 66 in 2009. For instance,
if you are 45 now and will be 65 in
2003, you will have to wait until you
are 65 years and two months to
retire with full benefits. A second
round of changes in retirement age
will begin in 2020, raising retirement
age to 67 in 2027.
Despite these changes, you will
still be able to retire as early as age
62 if you wish. However, beginning
in 2009, instead of getting 80 percent
of your full benefits at age 62. you
will get less - perhaps only 70
percent.
HEARTLINE: I am the widow of
a veteran. Can I get a certificate for
civil service preference from the
VA? B.D.
ANSWER: The surviving spouse
can obtain a statement of the
veteran's military service from any
VA regional office for presentation
to federal employment personnel officials who will determine
eligibility.
HEARTLINE: Who may claim
reimbursement for the veteran's
burial expenses? F.C.
ANSWER: The funeral director,
if the burial expenses are unpaid, or
the person who bore the veteran's
burial expenses.
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Jo Burkeen, editor

Lanier, Pasco conduct workshop

ATTEND CONFERENCE — Cynthia Lanier,
left, and Kathryn Pasco, from Murray State
University, presented a paper at a recent conference of the Kentucky Association of Educational Opportunity Program Personnel.

Two staff members in
the Special Services
Program at Murray
State University conducted a workshop at
the recent annual conference of the Kentucky
Association of Educational Opportunity Program Personnel in
Louisville.
The presentation by
Cynthia Lanier,
counselor, and Kathryn
Pasco, academic
counselor, was titled
"Contracting: A
Measure of Accountability in the Special
Services Program."
It involved a description and discussion of
the Special Services
contracting component
used at Murray State as
a guide for academic

goal-setting and as an
agreement between participants and staff to
meet the needs of individual students.
Contract agreements
help the students to
understand their participation in the tutorial,
counseling and
academic advising programs and assist them
In filing for various
types of financial aid.
Freshman Special
Services students are involved in a College Survival course taught by
Ms. Pasco and a Career
and Self Development
course taught by Ms.
Lanier. Each course is
offered to Special Services Students only.
Ms. Lanier earned the
M.S. degree in human

/
1
2Price Extravaganza
SALE SALE SALE

Service is available

Special Programs.
They are currently
implementing a recently funded Special Services grant designed to
expand services to
students in the
program.

Menus are listed
Menus for the various
lunchrooms in the city
and county schools for
the week of Jan. 2 to 4
have been released by
Glinda Jeffrey and
Joanna Adams, food
service directors for the
Murray City and
Calloway County
Schools respectively.
Murray City Schools

The Small Business Administration's business
loans and counseling services have helped
thousands of small firms originate, expand and
prosper. Prospective new business owners, as
well as persons already in business, will have the
opportunity to find out about assistance
available from SBA on Thursdays. Jan. 3 and 17.
A representative from the Service Corps of
Retired Executives (SCORE) wll be at this
agency's party-time office at the Commissioner's Office, City Hall, Second Floor,
Paducah, from 9 a.m. to noon. For information
call 1-582-5976.

will be in session only on
Thursday and Friday,
Jan. 3 and 4, while the
Calloway County
Pvt. Mark A. Wilson, son of Maurice Wilson,
Schools will be in ses.
sion, Wednesday Rt. 3, Benton, and Mrs. Wilma L. Futrell, 423
through Friday, Jan. 2, South Eighth St., Murray, has completed basic
training at Fort Knox. Durirjg the training he
3 and 4.
The menus are sub- received instruction in drigt and ceremonies,
ject to occasional weapons, map reading, tactics, military
change because of the courtesy, military justice, first aid and Army
availability of food and history and traditions. He is a 1983 graduate of
other special occasions. Murray High School.
Menus are as follows:
————
MURRAY CITY
A Watch Night Service will be at South Plea————
sant Grove United Methodist Church on Monday,
Murray High
Thursday — pepper Dec. 31. Breakfast will be served at 10:45 p.m.
steak, corn dogs; Fri- After the fellowship meal, the grou will welcome
day — beef stew and "1985" with a New Year's Eve program designed
cornbread, buenitos. with everyone in mind.
Pizza, cheeseburgers,
hamburgers, chili bar,
assorted fruits and
Dr. Garth Petrie will go again to Beliz with a
vegetables and drinks
van on Thursday, Jan. 3. Any members of the
are available daily.
Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church who
Murray Middle
would like to send any items to Edwardo and his
Thursday — grilled
family and friends should bring them to the
cheese, ham and cheese
church on Sunday or get to one of the ladies of the
basket; Friday — hot
United Methodist Women.
dogs, hamburgers. Pizza, salad bar, assorted
fruits and vegetables
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Thompson of Paris, Tenn.,
and drinks are available
are the parents of a son, Leslie Clayton, weighing
daily.
eight pounds one ounce, born on Monday, Dec. 3,
Robertson
at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Grandand Carter
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Leslie C. Thompson of
end Headstart
Paris and Friel Mullins of Nashville, Tenn.
Thursday — grilled
cheese, hamburgers,
whole kernal corn, mixed fruit, green peas,
Local persons recently dismissed from Comfruit juice and milk; munity Hospital, Mayfield, were Bernice James
Friday — pizza, corn and Russell Rohrer of Murray and Jeritza
dog, green beans, crem- Guthrie of Hazel.
ed potatoes, peaches,
fruit juice and milk.
————
Holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Elmo
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Bidwell
included their daughter, Miss Linda
————
Bidwell of
Lexington, Mr. and Mrs. Chuck
Calloway High
Overbey and
Wednesday — chicken Christy Howard of Louisville.
nuggets, corn dog;
Thursday — burritoes/chill, hot ham
and cheese; Friday —
Spec. 4 William G. Glover, son of James N.
sausage and biscuits, Glover of Mayfield and Mrs. J.T. Poyner of
grilled cheese/soup. Reidiand, has been decorated with the U.S. ArPizza, cheeseburgers, my Commendation Medal at Fort Bragg, N.C.
salad bar, a variety of The medal is awarded to those individuals who
fruits, vegetables and demonstrate outstanding achievement or
drinks are available meritorious service in the performance of their
daily.
duties on behalf of the Army. Glover is an infanCalloway Middle
tryman with the 82nd Airborne Division.
Wednesday — burritoes/chill, corn dog;
Thursday — chicken
Army Cpl. Monty J. Burch, son of Paul and
nuggets, cheeseburger;
Friday — sausage and Margaret L. Burch of Fancy Farm, has spent
biscuit, grilled cheese one month in Canada training with Canadian
sandwich w/chicken weaponry and learning Canadian battle tactics
noodle soup. Pizza, and terminology. As part of a cold weather exersalad bar, a variety of else, the training was a first-time exchange of infruits, vegetables and formation and equipment between artillerymen
drinks are available of the 3rd Royal Canadian Horse Artillery Regiment at Shilo and 88 members of C Battery, 3rd
daily.
Battalion, 18th Field Artillery at Fort Sill, Okla.
East, North
The training allowed the two NATO countries to
and Southwest
Wednesday — pizza, cross-train in the event tge two units are called to
corn dog; Thursday — fight together in war. His wife, Mary, is the
chicken nuggets, ham- daughter of William J. and Mary H. Cash, Rt. 2,
burgers; Friday — Mayfield. Burch is a 1976 graduate of Fancy
breakfast for flinch — Farm High School.
sausage and biscuit,
grilled cheese/soup. A
variety of fruits,
Air Force Sgt. Douglas B. ,Ruffin, son of
vegetables and drinks
Charles C. and Kathleen Ruffin of Rt. 7, Benton,
are available daily.
has participated in exercise Safe Defender One,
a deployment by security police from major
commands in Europe and the continental United
States to Little Rock Air Force Base and Camp
Look Your Slender
Robinson, Ark. The exercise was designed to
validate command, control and communications
Best For The
during two types of test: field training with agHolidays. Lose
gressor and defender forces and command post.
Weight Safely,
This was the first combat exercise of its kind for
Nutritiously And
Air Force Security Police and was sponsored by
the Air Force Office of Security Police to
Easily.
evaluate the skills of 640 active duty, reserve and
100% Natural
Air National Guard Security Policemen. Ruffin
100% Guaranteed
is assigned with the 314th Security Police
Squadron at Little Rock Air Force Base, Ark. He
Call 753-7863
Is a 1980 graduate of Marshall County High
School.

Wilson at Fort Knox

Church plans service

We are pleased to
announce
that
Scarlett
Grimes,
bride-elect of David
Hopkins, has selected
her pottery, flataare,
crystal
and
accessories from our
complete
bridal
registry. Scarlett and
David will be married
Jan.-5

SELECTED GROUPS OF 'DRESSES'SPORTSWEAR
'PANTS
*SWEATERS *JACKETS *COATS'GOWNS •PJ.'S

Off Selected
Sportswear & Dresses
Y3

INCLUDES OCEAN PACIFIC AND BULL FROG KNITS
AND
MARTHA MINIATURE; ALL TOM SAWYERS PANTS
AND SHIRTS
BOYS & GIRLS - INFANT THRU PRE-TEEN

Little Folks ofMayfield
MON DA Y-SATURDAY 9-5 PM
247-4715
114 WEST BROADWAY - MAYFIELD. KY.

services at Murray
State and has worked in
Special Programs since
1976.
Ms. Pasco earned the
M.A. and S.C.T. degrees
at Murray State and
formerly served as a
support staff member in

-DA TEBOOK
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LET US ENTERTAIN YOU -

Daily Bargain Matinees Thru Jan. 2nd
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Petrie to go to Beliz

Leslie C. Thompson born

Patients at Mayfield

Prog. Info
753-3314

ientrol Center

THE NAL RRAY THEATRES

Bidwells have guests

A NEW COMEDY •
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a real boy isn't as easy as It looks.

Micki & Maude
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MOORE
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Glover receives medal

Burch trains in Canada

1:30, 3;40, 7;15, 9:25
1:30, 3:40
7:10, 9:25
In 1977 Voyager It was launched into space,
inviting all life forms in the universe to visit our
planet. Get ready. Company's coming.

JOHN CARPENTER'S

STARMAN
A hot-shot cco...a wise-guy detective
...and the heat is on
He's been Closed,thrown through a window. and arrested
Eddie Murphy is a Detroit cop on vocation in Beverly Hills
U ,
CUM FASWOCOlull Wri4OLDS
"C1174111MILMIDEI NOIRMA I11011 11C111101011111111
10M11011111C0',MORN URN - •,.- ;P'.• %.‘''
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Sorry No Passas
At 7:15 9:10
Central Center
3;30, 9:05 Only
The year o smoll group of
Amencons ond Russions set
out on the greotest odyenture
of them oil
To see if there is life
beyond the stars

In the Year of Dorioess,
2029, the rulers of this
planet devised the
ultimate pion.

Ruffin with police
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Ike green door

733-7972

3,.a
p y After Christmas Sale
Thursday-Friday-Saturday
THE (
20-50% Off Storewide
TERMINATOR
ARNOLD
SCHWARZENEGGER

the green door

THE MURRAY LEDGER

Community events
Friday, Dec. 28
Round and square
dancing with music by
Sharecropper Band will
be from 7:30 to 11 p.m.
at the Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.
————
Paducah Area
Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will
have the Red Cross
Blood Mobile at the
American Legion
Building, Paducah,
from 6 to 8 p.m. Socializing and dancing will
follow.
————
Alcoholics
Anonymous and AlAnon will meet at 8 p.m.
at the J.U. Kevil Center,
South 10th Street
Extended.
Saturday,Dec.29
Alcoholics
Anonymous and Al.
Anon will have open
meetings at 8 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
————
"Simon Boccanegra"
will be opera at 1 p.m.
on Radio WICMS-FM

Saturday, Dec. 29
91.3, Murray.
Sunday,
- Dec.30
Paducah Area
Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will
have New Year's Eve
Dance at Civic Center,
Paducah. For information phone 1-554-5071 or
1-554-3425.
— ——
Gospel singing featuring The Freedom
Singers will be at 6 p.m.
at Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
————
Alcoholics
Anonymous will have a
closed meeting at 4 p.m.
at American Legion
Building, South Sixth

Country Club.
————
Calloway County
Public Library will
close at 5 p.m. today.
————
Watch Night Service
will start at 10:45 p.m.
at South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist
Church.
————
New Year's Eve
Watch Night Service
will be at 11:30 p.m. at
First United Methodist
Church.
————
New Year's Eve
Dance for members and
guests will be at Eagles
Lodge, Highway 121
North.

DEAR ABBY: Please say something in your"column about grown
children who choose to live at home.
I am a widow with a large house and
three grown children who live with
me because their jobs are in this
area, and so are their friends, their
church and a university where they
take advanced courses to enhance
their careers.
Every day some busybody(usually
a woman my age whose children
have all left home) asks, "Why are
your children still living at home?"
Such astonishment is expressed that
one would think there was something
wrong with adult children living at
home. My children tell me they often
find themselves trying to justify
their living at home, as though it
were some kind of abnormal lifestyle.
We hope that one day they will all
have homes of their own, but in the
meantime, living together offers
each of us financial and emotional
support. Besides, there are four of us
to share all the household chores,
and that ain't bad.
A MOTHER WHO
LIKES HER KIDS
DEAR MOTHER:When grown
children want to live at home,
and their mother wants them to,
I would say it's an ideal arrangement.
Three cheers for you, Mother.
(Make that four.)

Cassette sales,
rentals listed
for past week

Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday,
Dec. 24, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Baby Boy Galloway,
parents, Beverly and
Bobby, 801 Sunny Lane,
Murray;
Baby Boy Johnston,
parents, Lisa and Joe,
Rt. 4, Benton.
Dismissals
Elwin Stanley
Williams, Rt. 2, Benton;
Mrs. Gladys M. Partee,
1003 Vine St.; James T.

Stark, Rt. 4;
Donnie Gene
Hargrove, Rt. 1, Dexter; Johnny W. Herndon, at. 1; Mrs. Rita
Gall Cummings, Rt. 1;
Mrs. Neala K.
Housman and baby girl,
Hardin; Mrs. Cynthia J.
Landon and baby girl,
Rt. 1, Benton;
Mrs. Oral Helen

•*•

DEAR ABBY: "Charlie's Pal"
wrote to say that Charlie was hit by
a car while crossing the street
listening to music on his headset. So
Charlie winds up in the hospital
with two broken legs and a broken
arm. "Charlie's Pal" told Charlie to
sue the manufacturer of the headset
for failing to warn the buyers that
headsets could be dangerous if worn
in traffic.
Abby,following that kind of logic,
manufacturers of paper bags should
be required by law to put a warning
on their product stating that if the
paper bag is worn over the head
while walking in traffic—or operating machinery—it could cause serious injury or death.
If we could only protect the fouls
from the world, we could have a
world of fools.
DIK BROWN

DEAR DIK:I received a ton of
mail on that one. Near this from
Chelsea, Mich.:
DEAR ABBY: A friend of mine
(I'll call him Charlie) was walking
down the street reading your column
when a car hit him. The driver said
Charlie had walked against the
light, right into the car's path. Now
Charlie is all banged up.
If it hadn't been for your column,
Abby, Charlie would have blamed
himself for not paying attention.
Instead, he hired a real sharp lawyer
to sue you. After all, you should
have put a warning in your column
to let people know that it's dangerous
to read "Dear Abby" in traffic.
Right? Sorry.
ANOTHER
CHARLIE'S PAL
•••

DEAR ABBY:I have a crush on a
guy. I'm 25 and he's 29. I felt that he
was as attracted to me as I was to
him, although he never asked me for
a date.
I knew that your advice would be,
"Tell him how you feel about him,"
so I did.
He told me that it would be a long,
long time before he got into a new
relationship after having broken up
with his girlfriend of several years.
(They broke up about a year ago.)
I'm afraid that if I'm not the one
to change his mind, some other girl
will. The only time I see him is when
my friends take me to the club he
belongs to.
Do you think I blew it? What
should I do now?
DEAD END
DEAR END: Do I think you
blew it? Probably. Now, back
off. The next move,if there is to
be one, should be his.
•• *

(Every teen-ager should know
the truth about drugs, sex and
how to be happy. For Abby's
booklet, send your name and
address clearly printed with a
check or money order for $2.50
(this includes postage) to Abby,
Teen Booklet, P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood, Calif. 90038.)

20% Off Wholesale Prices
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Byerley, Rt. 1, Kirksey;
Elbert Alexander, Rt. 6;
Charles Evett, Rt. 1,
Kirksey;
Clarence Eldridge,
Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs. Mary
Ann Hale, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Mrs. Jessie May
Craven, 1639 Farmer.
————
The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital has
released the dismissals
for Tuesday, Dec. 25. No
newborn admissions
were listed.
Dismissals
Rollie C. Sumner, at.
3; Mrs. Vicki L. Wynn,
Rt. 1, Hardin; Luke C.
Parrish, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Euel Lockhart, 601
Pine St.; Mrs. Pamela
Jo Henson and baby
girl, Rt. 5, Benton,
Elmer C. Colson, Rt. 1,
Dexter.

ASSIGNED — Airman Harold A. Givens,
son of Harold C. and
Grace M. Givens, Rt. 5,
Benton, has been
assigned to Chanute Air
Force Base, LU., after
completing basic training at Lackland Air
Force Base, Texas.
Givens now will receive
specialized instruction
in the weather service
field.

Marta Clark, yoga teacher,
attends weekend workshops

Van Buren

Grown Children Have Found
There's No Place Like Horine

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 28, 11184

- Newborns and dismissals listed

By Abigail

CDetlit)

RADUATES — Airman Mark S. Mc•
Cuiston, son of William
M. McCuiston, 1303
Peggy Ann Dr., Murray,
has graduated from Air
Force basic training at
Lackland Air Force
Base, Texas. During the
six weeks of training the
airman studied the Air
Force mission,
organization and
customs and received
special training in
human relations. In addition, he earned credits
toward an associate
degree through the
Community College of
the Air Force.

By The
Associated Press
The following are the
most popular
videocassettes as they
appear in next week's
Issue of Billboard
magazine. Copyright
1884, Billboard Publications, Inc. Reprinted
with permission.
————
VIDEOCASSETTE
SALES
1."Purple Rain"
(Warner Bros.)
2."The Empire
Strikes Back" (CBSFox)
3."Jane Fonda's
Workout" (Karl)
4."Star Wars" (CBSFox)
5."Raiders of the Lost
Ark"(Paramount)
6."Star Trek II—The
Wrath of Khan"
(Paramount)
7."Prime Time"
(Karl)
8."4 8 Hours"
(Paramount)
9."Video Rewind: The
Rolling Stones Great
Video Hits" (Vestron)
10."An Officer and a
Gentleman"
(Paramount)
VIDEOCASSETTE
RENTALS
1."The Empire
Strikes Back" (CBSFox)
2."Purple Rain"
(Warner Bros.)
3."Romancing the
Stone"(CBS-Fox)
4."The Last Starfighter"(MCA)
5."Conan the
Destroyer"(MCA)
6."The Natural"
(RCA-Columbia)
."Splash"
(Touchstone)
8."Greystoke: The
Legend of Tarzan, Lord
of the Apes" (Warner)
9."The Philadelphia
Experiment" (ThornEMI)
10."Mowcow on the
Hudson" (RCA Columbia)

Sunday, Dec.30
and Maple Streets. For
information call
753-0081, 782.3399 or
753-7784.
————
Monday,Dec.31
AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061,
762-3399, 753-7764 and
753-7663.
— ——
The Single Connection
will have a New Year's
Eve Party at 8 p.m. in
party room at Southside
Manor Apts.
— ——
New Year's Eve
Dance will be from 9
p.m. to 1 a.m. at Murray

Monday,Dec. 31

TIMES

GRADUATES — Airman Deanna L. Lindstrom, daughter of Alan
W. and Betty F. Lindstrom, Rt. 3, Mayfield,
graduated from Air
Force basic training at
COMPLETES Lackland Air Force
TRAINING — Army Base, Texas. She
National Guard Pfc. studied the Air Force
Sandy R. Childers, son mission, organization
of Mervel W.and Rita J. and customs and receivChilders of Rt. 6, ed special training in
Mayfield, has com- human relations. She
pleted training as an Ar- also earned credits
my military police toward an associate
specialist under the one degree through the
station union (OSUT) Community College of
program at Fort- Mc- the Air Force.
Clellan, Ala. This is a
13-week period which
combines basic training
with advanced individual training.

Health food
pioneer dies

Dealer of rare
books is dead
CHICAGO (AP) —
Van Allen Bradley, a
rare-book dealer who
was literary editor of
the Chicago Daily News
for 23 years, died Tuesday. He was 71.
Bradley worked for
the Chicago Herald and
Examiner, the Chicago
Tribune, the Chicago
Sun and the Daily News,
where he was literary
editor from 1948 to 1971.
He wrote a syndicated
column, "Gold in Your
Attic," about rare
books. Bradley was
author of several books,
Including "Gold in Your
Attic," "Music for the
Millions," a history of
Kimball pianos, and
"More Gold in Your
Attic."

Marta Clark who
teaches yoga in Murray
has participted in three
weekend workshops this
fall.
In September she
went to the Pisgah National Forest in North
Carolina for 341 days of
practice and discussion
focusing on "Priorities
in Yoga Practice." The
workshop leaders,
David Schonfeld and
Jane Young, are
students of T.K.V.
Desikachar of Madras,
India.
The Murray woman
attended the Nashville
Yoga Society's ieteker
Yoga Weekend.The prbgram entitled "Yoga
and Relationships" was
led by Charles Bates of

St. Paul, Minn. Bates is
a counselor who
specializes in treating
drug -dependent
teenagers, as well as a
yogi trained at the
Himalayan Institute.
In early December,
Ms. Clark traveled to
the Piedmont Yoga
Center in Pendleton,
S.C., for a continuation
of the Labor Day
Workshop. This time the
focus was on varying
the classic yoga
postures to meet individual needs, particularly to help people
with neck and back problems. There was also
discussion and practice
of meditation and
breathing.

LOS ANGELES (AP)•
— Gayelord Hauser, a :•:.
health food pioneer,
died of complications
from pneumonia in his
North Hollywood home
Wednesday. He was 89.
Hauser advocated
fresh fruit and
vegetables as the path
to good looks and a long
life. He advised Greta
Garbo, Marlene
Dietrich, Gloria Swanson, Paulette Goddard
and the Duchess of
Windsor.He wrote
"Look Younger, Live
Bel Air Center
Younger," "Be Happier, Be Healthier" and
a dozen other books that
have sold nearly 50
million copies in many
languages. He was welltraveled and discussed
yogurt with Mohandas
K. Gandhi and nutrition
with Dr. Albert
Schweitzer.

JANUARY SPECIAL!i
10 Sessions or
$3500
240 Minutes For
(If this is your first visit to Deep Tann,
your first session if free)
Get A Jump On Your
..,
Spring Tan

Deep Tann
753-8593

Open 9-7 Mon.-Fri.

••••.....0
•

Wild Raspberry
will be
closed Saturday,
Dec. 30, 1984
in Memory of their
Dear Mother
Gladys Raspberry

Our
Winter
Sale
Is Now
In Progress!
ALL
Winter
Merchandise
50% to 75% off
Beginning December 27th

Fri. & Sat. Only
Featuring A New Stock
Of Giorgio

Raapbevig
iut OnWed
Tito Cow,&pore
Murray

753-0859

The Mademoiselle Shop, Inc.
111 South Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071

La Diamondnilue
Located Above Frame Village, 2nd loor
Ct. Square—Murray
•

After Christmas Sale
at

Mori
Bel Air Center

NOW OPEN

SUNDAYS

1:00-5:00

1
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
Admits
1 Athletic group
5 Opening
a inclined
ros0wity
12 Aleutian island
13 Inlet
14 Silkworm
15 A science: abbr
16 Skill
17 Pulverized rock
18 Endured
20 Ridicules
22 Before
23 Shade tree
24 Crowns
27 Close-fitting
jacket
31 Part of circle
32 Native metal
33 Sharp reply

37 Quist
40 Sign of zodiac
41 Fuss
42 Clirnbkkg
devkm
45 Browns, as
breed
49 Century plant
50 Uft with lever
52 Fate
53 Large tubs
54 Possessive
pronoun
55 Greet Lake
56 Dikeeed
57 Legal matters
58 Small valley
DOWN
1 South African
Dutch
2 Sicilian volcano

Anew*,to Previous Puixis
CE AU S H A Ria
CHANGE
PAROLE
SHARK
EgN
JIRR
up 1 R E (1 V A
T R
UE EUS
AUElil
['SUE NWE
UT E R E
PEST
WI filY
SMIKE
DYNASTY
H ITS
RACER
RU
IRE
CURLU UI L
GIA
RODEO LIE AO
STRIPE
NEaELS
EDGER
E TUN S

RID

3 Mount Apo
people: pl.
4 Grumble
5 Classifies
6 Ventilate

=WM MN NIUE
MEMO MOM NM=
MINIM
NM=
IMMUNE MEMMINI
MIMI ME
EMMEN MMIIIMMM
MEM
=WNW WIMMINIM
NMI MIMI
MENU= MEMMEM
MOM Mk= ME=
NM= MEM MMEM
ME= MEM ME=

7 Talk glibly
8 Abridgment
9 Island off
Ireland
10 After-dinner
candy
11 Cushons
19 Period of time
21 Beverage
24 Sailor: coliog
25 Anger
26 Perform
28 Enemy
29 Sea eagle
30 Soak, as flax
34 Most ancient
35 Female ruff
36 Deep sleep
37 Wood nymphs
38 Artificial
language
39 Burdened
42 Volcanic
emanation
43 Wolfhound
44 Lavish fondness
on
46 North American
rail
47 Labor
48 Pintail duck
51 Regret

Break dancing
contains dangers

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fmaces Drake
FOR SATURDAY, DECEMBER 29, 1954
What kind al day will tomorrow be?
LIBRA
To find out what the stars say, read
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Strain with close ties could occur
the forecast given for your birth sign
over holiday bills. Yet if you'll work
ARM
together, you can reach mutually
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
beneficial agreements.
You're not thinking realistically toSCORPIO
day about a career matter. You'll ac(Oct.23to Nov. 21)
CIS
complish more behind the scenes than
You may feel someone isn't leveling
up front.
with you on the job. A get-together
TAURUS
with a colleague will prove infor(Apr.20 to May 20)
mative later.
A private talk with a friend sets the
SAG/TTARIUS
record straight about a confusing con(Nov.22to Dec. 21)
cern. Low-key activities are best now.
Your judgment may be off regarConserve energy.
ding expenditures. Family outings
GEMINI
are favored over romantic en(May 21 to June 20)
counters. Extend invitations.
You have mixed feelings about
CAPRICORN
social life. A career tip is promising.
(Dec. 22 toJan. 19)
Don't judge all by the few who have
The signals you give others may be
disappointed you.
mixed. You gravitate between
CANCER
gullibility and an overly suspicious at(June 21 to July 22)
titude. Avoid extremes.
Before you go off the deep end,
AQUARIUS
you'd better get advice about a work
(Jan.20toFeb. 18)
matter. Refrain,though,from mixing
Discount rumors you hear now. A
business with pleasure.
higher-up holds something back. BuyLEO
ing and selling are favored. Exchange
(July 23to Aug. 22)
unwanted Christmas gifts.
A family member differs from you
PISCES
war
on an ethical question. Know what
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
maw
you're getting into before signing up
Beware of con-artists and avoid
for a trip.
spending beyond your means. It may
VIRGO
be time for some budgeting and keep(Aug. 23to Sept. 22)
SE1
ing financial accounts in order.
Keep your feet on the ground in
YOU BORN TODAY are both
romance. Consult with partners
idealistic and adventurous. You're not
before making major purchases.
afraid to branch into new territory
Beware of those who would take adand your work bears the stamp of
vantage.
originality.

A

YEAR END SALE
Two Full Stores Of Men's Wear
*Suits & Coats
25 to 50% off
*Slacks & Jeans
20 to 50% off
*Outerwear
20to 40% Off
*Dress Shirts
20% Off
*Sweaters & Sports Shirts
20 to 40% off
Lots of Other Racks Reduced 50% or More

Parents and children
should be advised of the
unusual and common injuries that result from a
"dangerous fad," the
doctors said.
Doctors also say that
break dancing, in which
an individual often spins
rapidly on his head,
neck or shoulders and
uses his arms and hands
for balance, poses the
risk of broken necks,
which can be fatal;
paralysis; and twisting
of the testicles, which
can result in a cutting
off of blood supply and
gangrene.

Prichard farewell
attended by crowd
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Joseph L. Rauh
Jr. says former President Franklin Delano
Roosevelt would
remember Edward F.
Prichard Jr. was ,a
great mimic.
Rauh, who along with
Prichard was one of the
young members of
Roosevelt's brain trust
during the early days of
the New Deal, said
Roosevelt once called
Prichard to the White
House just to watch him
mimic John L. Lewis,
the powerful president
of the United Mine
Workers Union.
Rauh's memory was

just one of the thousand
that people milling outside of Christ Church
Episcopal on Thursday
had of Prichard.
Those memories were
privately held during
the short, elegantly simple religious service
held to honor Prichard,
who died Sunday at the
age of 69.
Rauh, now a
Washington attorney,
was one of more than
350 people who attended
the service.
Five Kentucky governors and a host of other
political dignitaries
were among the crowd.

WA

R. Randall Saladin
522 West Main
502-753-7401

Financial Focus Series

40%
off
At Chestnut Street Location Only

SALE NOW
IN PROGRESS

Ladies

Sa

Dresses
Suits & Blazers
Slacks-Skirts & Blouses
Organically Grown & Jou Jou Sportswear
Sweaters-Warm-Ups & Outerwear
20

50% off
50% off
50% off
50E* off
to 50% off

At Chestnut Street Only

All Sale's Cash & Final
No Exchanges Or Refunds
Alterations Extra

Nuckinglitun Eau $0.70
Dixieland Shopping Center
Chestnut St.

Medical Association.
"Most of these problems
are minor, but the
potential for severe and
life-threatening injury
is great."

WWIEdward
D. Jones
& Co.

All Boys Wear

1

CHICAGO (AP) —
While most medical problems caused by break
dancing are minor, the
craze can result in fractures, sprains, torn
ligaments and lifethreatening injuries,
physicans said in a
medical journal today.
Doctors report they
have seen cases in
which break dancers
have sustained back
swelling, neck strain,
severe ankle and thumb
sprains, torn knee
ligaments, fractures of
the collarbone and partial baldness.
'Before the 'breaking' fad passes, the
medical profession will
witness these and other
injuries," two doctors
said in a letter in today's
Journal of the American

Downtown on the Court Square

By Randy Saladin
The time we can, or protection for the fewest
will, devote to in- dollars This should
vestments is a major supercede any forced
factor
of
success. savings that would
Economic conditions are reduce protection.
in a state of constant
It is wise to set aside
change which affect our emergency funds, easily
investments. The in- reached without penalty
vestor must be aware of or loss. If practical, an
these changes and be education fund should be
prepared and willing to established for children.
react.
Not only does this offer
I have reviewed port- tax benefits through the
folios that have remain- years, but more impored dormant for years. A tant there will be funds
client delivered a group available when the child
of muncipal bonds to be has reached college age.
sold and had not clipped
Finally, in today's
the semi-annual coupon
complex
society, some
for years. Only when the
degree of professional
coupon is presented for
payment, will the holder counsel is recommendreceive interest on the ed. Advisors choose
bond. He had rented his many names and wear
money out and never col- many hats. They are
called financial planlected the rent.
ners, financial advisors,
Another factor that inplanners,
fluences investment estate
decisions is age. Most of stockbrokers, bankers,
and so on. Whatever the
us feel we get smarter
with age. We don't take name, the important
those "dumb chances" thing is what do they do
we did in our youth. I and how well do they do
suggest possibly a more it. This is a subject that
special
accurate description demands
might be conservative. attention.
Our position in life, our
Certain qualities are
needs, have changed. We essential. They include
reali7e a serious invest- investment knowledge,
ment error could jeopar- experience and personal
dize savings we have success, honesty, reputaworked years to ac- tion to name only a few.
cumulate. There is less if one conscientiously
time to rebuild. We screens credentials,
become conservative in usually a qualified proour investment approach fessional can be found to
and become defensive to assist in the selection
preserve what we have. and monitoring of an inSo, age influences how vestment portfolio plannmuch risk one is willing ed to produce the results
to assume.
the investor needs. By
Family responsibility setting and pursuing
must be considered. A goals and insuring our inyoung couple bears a vestments fit these
tremendous responsibili- goals, will give us the
ty to raise and educate satisfaction of knowing
their children as well as our portfolio is dressed
to provide security for the occasion. We
should one or both won't wind up at a whitespouses die. The key is to tie dinner in brown wing.
obtain maximum family tip shoes.
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American Humanics a growing study at Murray State
American Humanics I Youth
Agency Administration) is a new
and growing program at Murray
State University. There are more
than 50 students enrolled in this
course of study, which came into
existence on Murray State's campus a little over a year and a half
ago. The program is designed to
provide trained staff for the
growing needs of voluntary youth
and
human
service
organizations.
Such organizations have
always played an important role
in the delivery of social services
in our society. Today,they are increasingly expected to expand
that role in the midst of declining
governmental support and increased public demand and
accountability.
For the necessary work of
youth and human service

organizations to continue and
grow, it is essential that new professional leadership be developed
trained.
adequately
and
However, voluntary youth and
human service organizations experience difficulty in recruiting
and retaining qualified and
dedicated entry-level staff persons. These organizations express concern that new staff
members often lack the management skills and sense of professionalism necessary for effectiveness and success on the job.
Both nationally and locally, executive officers of youth and
human service organizations
believe that the American
Humanics program can produce
men and women who are committed to the field of youth and
human service and who have the
skills and attitudes to be excellent

Collins' group urges
higher teacher skills;
Prichard's to continue
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A draft report
from a panel advising the governor on improvements in public education calls for
establishing scholarship programs to attract
teachers and more emphasis on continuing
education for teachers.
The Governor's Council on Education Reform
will discuss the report next month and will then
submit it to Gov. Martha Layne Collins.
"Virtually everyone agrees that the teacher is
the most important person in education," the
report says. However, "there is serious concern
about whether our schools will attract and retain
sufficient numbers of well-qualified teachers in

professionals. For more than 35
years, the American Humanics
program has provided competent, dedicated professional
leadership for youth and human
service organizations throughout
the United States. The foundation
of the program is solid academic
course-work in the areas of
management, communications,
psychology, sociology, urban
studies, and other related fields.
MSU's American Humanics
students are actively involved in
numerous professional experiences in their curricular, cocurricular, and extra-curricular
activities. The newly formed student association holds monthly
seminars, field trips, reflective
retreats and the National
Managerrient Institute, in addition to class work.
Perhaps the most dramatic

the future."
The report specifically encourages summer institutes for science and math teachers.
Earlier, the council had made the development
of a career ladder for teachers a priority. The
career ladder attaches salary increases to individual performance.
"The area we need to deal with most of all is
teachers — first of all compensation, but also
quality in general," said state Superintendent of
Public Instruction Alice McDonald, who is also a
member of the council.
Among the options that could be used to Increase teachers' salaries are raises in base pay,
increases in salaries among experienced
teachers or implementation of a career ladder,
she said.
Mrs. Collins plans to use the report in developing an education package for the 1986 General
Assembly, said Ken Hoskins, her press
secretary.
But no proposals will come until July, when
another commission studying the career ladder

Tractor-trailer ditched on parkway
near Eddyville;no injuries reported
A right front tire on a
tractor-trailer blew out
early today, causing the
rig to veer off the roadway and overturn into a
ditch about five miles
east of Eddyville on the
West Kentucky
Parkway, according to
the Kentucky State
Police. The driver was
uninjured, but diesel
fuel spilled on the road
created congested traf-

fic conditions for
several hours.
The truck, driven by
George Kortz, 40, of
Paducah, was reportedly eastbound on the
parkway when the front
tire blew out about 6
a.m. Friday. Kortz laid
the tractor and trailer
down in a roadside ditch
and escaped without injury. The tractor was
reportedly destroyed in

the accident and the
trailer sustained major
damage, according to
the state police.
Lyon County Fire and
Rescue Squads were on
the scene as late as 10
a.m, today securing the
area against an explo-

.Dunlap, 21: of 514 Irvan
Street, Paris, charged
with theft over $100;
Emma Jean HiLliard,
24, also of 514 Irvan
Street, Paris, and
charged with receiving
stolen property; and
Mary G. McCain, 36, of
928 John Lee Drive,
Paris, charged with
receiving stolen property and criminal

agencies
which
American
Humanics represents: American
Red Cross. Big Brothers/Big
Sisters. Junior Achievement,
Campfire, Girls Clubs, Girl
Scouts, Boys Clubs, Boy Scouts,
YMCA., YWCA, and 4-H.
This year's Management Institute, which will be held from
January 2-6, 1985, will give
special consideration to the ways
In which each agency is working
to meet not only the challenges of
today, but also how changes are
necessary for the future.
Seven students from the MSU
American Humanics program
will represent Murray State at
the institute this year. Melanie
Bowles, Bettina Kemp, Carlos
Monies, Jamie Ahrens, Susan
Roberts, Darlene Rooney, and
Virginia Salyer were responsible
for raising their own institute

completes its work and when the state revenue
picture is clearer.
The report estimates that its proposals would
cost an extra $200 million annually, not including
increases in operating expenses.
Mrs. McDonald said she also plans to use the
council's suggestions in preparing for legislation
for the 1986 General Assembly. She said she and
Mrs. Collins hope to make a joint proposal, but
added that they could differ.
The report also recommends that the General
Assembly, the state Board of Education and
local school boards emphasize Instructional
leadership in schools.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP — Education leaders
say their efforts to improve Kentucky education
will not be halted with the death of Edward F.
Prichard Jr, noting the lawyer had already set in
motion many changes.
In July 1983, Prichard, who died Sunday, put
together the 75-member Prichard Committee on

costs in the form of scholarships.
Two local companies, Hawaiian
Tropic and Metzger Packing
Company, assisted students
financially in their undertaking.
American Humanics is excited
about the positive impact that the
program on the Murray State
campus and involvement in opportunities such as the Management Institute will make in the
voluntary youth and human service organizations in the Kentucky area. By combining the
talents of the students and the
resources of the American
Humanics program, along with
the curricular strength of Murray
State, American Humanics is
developing competent and committed professional leadership
for our community's voluntary
youth and human service
organizations.

Academic Excellence to recommend changes in
the state's elementary and secondary schools.
Panel members said they're still planning to
meet the early February deadline for releasing
the committee's recommendations.
"How can we stop?" asked Elissa Plattner of
Alexandria, chairwoman of one of the seven subcommittees. "How can we help but go on?"
Nine committee members who were interviewed agreed that Prichard's death will have little
impact on the panel's recommendations, the
outlines of which have been in place for months.
The subcommittees, now assembling their
reports, were left without Prichard's guidance
when he was hospitalized in November.
The Lexington attorney's influence will still be
evident. "He's left his mark," said panel
member Lois Weinberg of Hindman. -He doesn't
have to be there to dot the i's and cross the t's."
Panel members said Prichard's influence will
be most evident in the breadth of the committee's concerns, which range from teacher
salaries to child nutrition.
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sion, while other
workers pumped the
spilled diesel fuel into
another tanker.

SPRAY mil .
IISINFEC1 cararan

AAx• Cleaner
VM Ammonia
Liquid all-purpose household
cleaner. 28-oz.'

Three Tennessee women arrested
in Murray following store incident
Three Paris, Tenn,
women were arrested
Thursday afternoon in
connection with the
theft of a VCR unit from
the Murray Wal-Mart
store, according to Murray City Police. A third
female, a juvenile, was
also reportedly involved
in the incident but was
not charged.
Arrested was Louise

and long-lasting results of all of
these events are achieved by participation in the National
American Humanics Management Institute (AHMI ), a weeklong seminar attended by approximately 150 juniors and seniors
from all campus units in the
United States. Although Murray
State is one of the newest unit
programs, there are others at
campuses such as Indiana Central, Georgia State, Arizona
State, Pepperdine, and Texas A
& M.
The institute is planned by
students representing all 16 campuses and is designed to better
prepare students for careers in
youth and human service work.
The Management Institute consists of intense workshops, lectures, and presentations by top
professionals from the 11 major

facilitation.
All three women are
currently being held in
the Calloway County
Jail on the charges after
being arrested about
4:30 p.m. Thursday
after they attempted to
drive away from the

Tough Pine tor
UqWd Cleaner
Cleans, disinfects, deodorizes. 28-oz.'
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23
For
19-oz. Spray
Disinfectant
Prevents molds,
mildew; fights
germs. odors.
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Our Reg. 5.77
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"Oil Of Allure"
Beauty Lotion
Pamper yourself
with this rich lotion
4 -oz •

Dill Pickles
In 4S-oz.• Jars
Your choice of
crunchy kosher
or Polish dills.

3.99

Wal-Mart store with the
VCR equipment valued
at $379.76.
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Sets Of Color Prin
Order 2 sets of prints when you bring in
your Kcxiacolors Or F000)1. film to
developing and printing. Get the first
set at our reg. low price..

We Carry Almost Every Size Nail, Bolt,
Fastener, Glue or Whatever It Takes To Get
The Job Done. We Even Have Horse Shoes
& Horse Shoe Nails.
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Area churches list services, activities
Various churches If
the city and county have
announced services and
meetings for Sunday,
Dec. 30, as follows:
South Pleasant
The Rev. Paul
McAdoo, pastor, will
speak at the 10:45 a.m.
and 6 p.m. services at
the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Church. His morning
sermon will be from
Luke 2.
"Go Tell It On The
Mountain" will
the
selection to be sung by
the Church Choir with
Dr. Truman Whitfield
as director. Accompanists will be Tommy
Gaines, organist, Kathy
Erwin, morning pianist,
and Joyce Gordon,
evening pianist.
Also assisting will be
Holmes Dunn, Ruby and
Dennis Kelley, Rondal
Burkeen, Kim Erwin,
Hope Simpson, Linda
Guthrie, Rhonda
Burkeen and Bre:nda
McClain.
Sunday School will be
10: 4 5 am. and
U.M.Y.F. will be at 5
p.m.
———_
Westside Baptist
The Rev. Charles
Blair of the Mid Continent Bible College,
Mayfield, will speak at
the 9 and 10:50 a.m. and
6 p.m. services at the
Westside Baptist
Church.
Tommy Scott will
direct the music for all
three services. Accompanists at 9 a.m. will be
Millie Baker, pianist,
and Kathy Ligon,
organists, and at the two
other services will be
Susie Scott, pianist, and
Patsy Neale, organist.
At the 9 a.m, service
solos will be sung by
Mrs. Ligon and Phyllis
Archer.
Precious Blood" will
be' aung by the Church
Choir at 10:50 service.
Solos will be sung by
Teresa Gilson and Ray
Conklin.
Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m.
————
Goshen Methodist
The Rev. Don
Falkner, pastor, will
speak at the 11 a.m. service at the Goshen
United Methodist
Church. He will be
assisted by Lennis Hale.
Dan Woods will give the
children's devotion.
Sunday School with
Ronnie Hutson as director will be at 10 a.m.
_
First Presbyterian
The Rev. Thomas
Schellingerhout, pastor,
will speak about "Inventory Time" with scrip-

ture from Revelations
20:12B at the 10:45 a.m.
service at the First
Presbyterian Church.
The Church Choir will
sing the anthem, "What
Child Is This?" with
Daniel Craig as director
and Phyllis Slaughter as
guest organist.
Church School
Assembly will begin at
9.30 a.m.
————
Grace Baptist
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe,
pastor, will speak at
10:50 a.m. and 5:30p.m.
services at the Grace
Baptist Church.
"Who Am I" will be
the selection by the
Church Choir with
Leland Peeler as director, Dwane Jones as
organist and Anita
Smith as pianist. The
Glory Road Quartet also
will sing.
Sunday School with
James Rose as
superintendent, Regina
Peeler as organist and
Susan Jones as pianist
will be at 9:45 a.m.
The Deacons will
meet at 2 p.m. Sunday.
Sinking Spring
The Rev. Eddie
Young, pastor, will
speak at the 11 a.m. and
7 p.m. services at the
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church.
"The Word of God
Came Unto John" with
scripture from Luke
3:1-22 will b'e. the morning sermon topic. The
evening topic will be
"The Bittersweet Book"
with scripture from
Revelations 10:8-11.
Mark Paschall will
serve as deacon of the
week.
Max McGinnis will
direct the music with
Laura Paschall as
organist and Sharon
Furches as pianist.
Sunday School will be
Training at 6 p.m.
————
Hazel Baptist
The Rev. James T.
Garland, pastor, will
speak at the 11 a.m. and
6:30 p.m. services at the
Hazel Baptist Church.
Music will be directed
by Gene Orr Miller with
Oneida White as pianist
and Gwyn Key as
organist.
Sunday School, Greg
Story, director, will be
at 9:45 a.m. and Church
Training, Gary
Raspberry, director,
will be at 5:30 p.m.
First Christian
Dr. David Roos,
pastor, will speak at the
10:45 a.m. service at the
First Christian Church.
Directing the music

M.LAMB

which severs the main tube — the vas
deferens — that transports the sperm
cells out of all those small tubules. As
a result, sperm cells cannot escape,
but the formation of testosterone by
those specialized cells between the
tubules is unaffected. In this case, a
man could have normal, or eves
super-normal, levels of testosterone
and still be sterile.
Low testosterone levels can cause
infertility, but if the level is low
enough to do that, there usually are
other signs of low levels. There may
be a loss of secondary sexual characteristics, or, if the testosterone levels
never reach normal levels, a male
may not go through normal puberty.
Regardless of these more complex
hormone problems, the bottom line is
the number of healthy sperm cells
actually produced. This is measured
by a semen analysis, in which the
number are actually counted and
their characteristics observed.
You will want to read the Health
Letter 17-4, Male Reproductive Functions, which I am sending you. Others
who want this issue can send 75 cents
with a long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to me in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY 10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am 19, and
for the last three months I have been
taking Ovcon 50, the 28-day-regimen
birth-control pills. Since I started to
take these, my menstrual periods
have dwindled to three or four days. I
am getting married in two months

will be La.rrie Clark who with scripture from II
also will sing a solo. Timothy 4:6-8.
Jerry Bolls will direct
Emily Davis will be
Lawrence E.
the song service with
organist.
scripture
readings
by
Lamb, M.D.
Assisting will be
David Eldredge, Bailey Nick Ryan, Joel Fisher
Gore, Norman Hale, and Teddy Cohoon.
Also assisting will be
Elmer Collins, Ron
Gray, Sandy Lucas, Kim Weatherford,
Benny Maddox and Jim Howell Clark, Charles
e d, Danny Cleaver,
Stickler.
Sunday School will be Paul Ragsdale, Max
Farley, Johnny Bohanat 9:30 a.m.
non, Ray Karraker,
————
William Gargus, Dm By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
First Methodist
The Rev. Richard T. Spiceland, Stan Sim- DEAR DR. LAMB — What pertestosterone should a man
Carruth, minister of mons, Frank Hargis, centage of
have to father a child? Do low sperm
Forest
Boyd,
Garry
evangelism, will speak
counts cause infertility in men? What
about "Making The New Evans, Steve Dublin, part does testosterone play in reproYear New" with scrip- Larry Weatherford and duction?
ture from II Corinthians Larry Pea.
DEAR READER — A man's ability
Bible classes will be to father a child depends on the num5:17-21 at the 10:50 a.m.
ber of healthy sperm cells he producservice at the First at 9:45 a.m.
es. Testosterone, the male hormone,
United Methodist
First Baptist
formation of sperm
Church.
Guest speakers at the stimulates the
This will be his last First Baptist Church cells. The sperm cells are formed in
the testisermon here as he is will be Dr. Bill Clark convoluted tubules within
cles. Between these tubules are speleaving Jan. 1 to assume Thomas at 10:45 a.m.
cialized cells that produce testosthe pastorate of the and the Rev. Steve terone.
First United Methodist Hussung at 7 p.m.
This explains why one can have a
Church, Tiptonville,
Dr. Thomas, former high testosterone level and still not
Tenn.
associate pastor and produce healthy sperm cells. A good
The Chancel Choir mission pastor for example is the common vasectomy,
will sing the anthem, Grace Baptist Church,
"Silent Night," with is in transition as a
Paul Shahan as director Southern Baptist misand Susan Howe as sionary moving from
guest organist. The work in Bangkok,
Youth Ensemble also Thailand to a pastorate
WEST, Texas (AP) — The tavern owner who
will sing.
In Paris, France.
helped put Willie Nelson on the road to country
Church School will be
Rev. Hussung, son of
music stardom says she plans to sell the north
at 9:45 a.m.
Dr. and Mrs. Karl
central Texas honky-tonk where he made his
————
Hussung of Murray, is
first professional appearance.
Memorial Baptist
Margie Lundy, 63, has run the Nite Owl for 40
The Rev. Thurmon pstor of the Morning
Star Baptist Church,
years, but says she "can't get around like I used
Harris will be the guest
Lame Deer, Mont.
to."
speaker at the 10:50
The Rev. G.T. Moody,
"I just love her," Nelson said. "She's part of
a.m. and 7 p.m. services
Glen
the family. She was just a friend to everyone. If
at the Memorial Baptist associate pastor,
you had a hard story, she'd be there to listen to
Church. Presently Grogan, deacon of the
Halley,
It-',
pastor of the First Bap- week, Wayne
music,
The tavern about 40 miles north of Waco has
tist Church, Griffith, minister of
pianist,
Allene
Knight,
also featured such country greats as Merle HagInd., he is a native of
and Joan Bowker,
gard, Ernest Tubb and Bob Wills.
Lewisburg, Ky.
will assist in
————
Assisting will be organist,
NEW YORK (AP) — Actor Charlton Heston
Mason Billington, Joe the services.
At the morning hour
has asked more than 12,000 Americans to help
Morton, deacon of the
the
Adult Choir will sing
rescue alleged U.S. prisoners of war in Southeast
week, and Guy
"Use Me, 0 Lord."
Asia, saying some "are used as slaves, forced to
Cunningham.
Elizabeth Herndon will
drag plows in rice'paddies."
Sanctuary
Choir
The
"America can't forget these men. We have to
will sing "Glory!" at the give "A Time of Sharthe Ladies
bring them home, all of them," Heston says in a
morning hour. The ing" and
Choir will sing
ek.sewnd reg9rded.—tele,PhOnft aC4l9PAtion,
Cliebration ,I;ills will
-CrOssff
says the POWs are "locked in bamboo cages in
play "retru, Joy Or 4,0 eztetetir
the jungle or in caves in the mountains."
Man's Desiring" and Jesus."
The ordinance of bapThe recording is part of a fund drive for
the Sanctuary Choir
Skyhook 11, a campaign to build support for resEnsemble will sing "I'll tism will be observed at
cuing servicemen allegedly held captive by the
Be There" at the even- the evening hour.
Sunday School will be
Vietnamese nearly 10 years after the fall of
ing service. Milton
with Church
Saigon.
Gresham is minister of at 9:30 a.m.
RAs and
About 20 percent of those contacted by
music with Margaret Training, GAs,
Acteens to meet at 6
telephone donated an average of $20, said former
Wilkins as organist.
Rep. John LeBoutillier of Long Island, the
Sunday School will be p.m.
————
drive's organizer.
at 9:40 a.m. and Church
Episcopal
Training at 6 p.m.
Fr. David Robinson,
.NEW YORK (AP) — The Internal Revenue
vicar, will conduct Holy
Seventh and Poplar
Service has lobbed a lawsuit at Renee Richards,
Eucharist services at 8
John Dale, minister,
saying the transsexual tennis player owes $23,549
and 10:30 a.m. at the St.
will speak at the 8:30
in back taxes, fines and interest.
John's Episcopal
and 10:40 a.m. and 6
The civil suit, filed Thursday in U.S. District
Church.
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Nan Robbin's Annual
New Year's Day Sale
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
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to prepare for this sale.
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Just
moved in?
I can help
you out.

NAN ROBBINS
Mineral Wells Ave. Paris, TN

liamei4on
Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Hostess

Ingeborg King
Asst,
492-8348

champion Martina Navratilova before retiring
from the sport last year.
————
NEW YORK (AP) — Broadway impresario
David Merrick, who was incapacitated by a
stroke, is "terrific" now and can handle his own
affairs, says former New York Mayor Robert F.
Wagner, the court-appointed guardian of the producer's two daughters.
In a telephone interview Thursday, Wagner
said he told State Supreme Court Justice Alvin
Klein, who will rule on Merrick's request to
regain control of his business, that he no longer
doubts the producer's competency.
"I saw David on Dec. 19 at his home," the
former mayor said. "I was so agreeably surprised at the great improvement in his speech. He
was terrific. I was very favorably impressed,"
Merrick, 72, has brought such plays as "42nd
Street" and "Hello Dolly" to Broadway.
HONOLULU (AP) — Move over, Michael
Jackson. Look out, Cyndi Lauper. Don Ho, the
awalian -creonor,
.vi•mraitig it -video tie'xi
month.
"Don Ho in Love with Hawaii" will feature 30
minutes of such songs as "Hawaiian Lullaby,"
"Hawaiian Wedding Song" and "I'll Remember
You."
But that's not all.
Two of the 54-year-old entertainer's biggest
hits, "Tiny Bubbles" and "Pearly Shells," probably will appear in another video, says Walter
Karnes, whose company is producing the video.
————
FAIRMONT, W.Va. (AP) — The last time
Olympic gymnast Mary Lou Region was home
for the holidays was 1982, when she and her family decided she should leave her hometown here
to train for the 1984 Olympics.
"Rwas sad, but it also was pretty exciting for
me because I knew I was going to the right place
and I knew that I had the chance to do what I've
accomplished today," the 16-year-old diminutive
dynamo told the Fairmont Times-West
Virginian.
She said Christmas at home is a chance to
"just lie around and do nothing" before returning to the grind of training and competition.
"It's good to just go home and relax. There's
no place like home; that is so true," she said.
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Don't worry and wonder about learning
your way around town. Or what to see and
do Or whom to ask.
As WELCOME WAGON Representative,
I'll simplify the business of getting settled.
Help you begin to enjoy your new town
. . good shopping, local attractions,
community opportunities. And my basket
is full of useful gifts to please your family.
Take a break from unpacking and call
me

.All Sales Cash or Credit Card
.All Sales Final

i.NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.)

Names In The News

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

7:30-5:30
Hwy. 45 1 Mi. So. 10,000 BTU
MON.-FRI.
Radiant Heat
Martin, TN
SAT.,
7:30
a.m..3:043 P.M.
901/587-3000 Auto Lighting

and would like to know if there is any
danger that I might become pregnant
during the remainder of the week in
which I would not be taking birth-control pills. If there is, should I use
another form of birth control or
should I start to take the pills earlier,
instead of waiting till the next
Sunday?
Also, will the birth-control pills
take effect on the first day after I
have been off them for my menstrual
period?
DEAR READER — Your letter
suggests that you really do not understand how birth-control pills work_
They are intended to prevent ovulation. Ovulation is stimulated by the
pituitary gland under the brain. The
estrogen in your oral contraceptive
keeps this gland from stimulating
your ovaries to ovulate. This is not a
one-day affair, but a program for the
entire 28-day cycle.
The bleeding you now experience is
withdrawal bleeding, since the estrogen stimulation of your oral contaceptives has been stopped. It is often
not quite the same as a menstrual
period that occurs naturally.
No, you will not have an increased
risk of pregnancy when you are off
the pills for one week; and yes, you
still will be protected when you begin
to take the pills again. No, I do not
recommend some other form of birthcontrol pill before it is time for you to
start your Ovcon 50 again.

had taken off, investigator Conward
Bevins said.
Yearwood, 34, built
the small aircraft from
a kit and was not known
to have any flying experience, Bevins said.
"We're not sure yet,
but we think today is the
first time he's flown it.
We knew he had it for a
while. We had information he just put the
wings on it yesterday,"
the investigator said.

Governor appoints
new county judges
FRANKFORT,
y. pointed new county
(AP) — Gov. Martha judges-executive in
Layne Collins has ap- Henderson and McCracken counties.
James Buley, a current member of the
Henderson Fiscal Court,
was appointed Thursday to replace outgoing
judge-executive A.G.
Pritchett.
Pritchett was unopposed for election to the
state House of
Representatives in both
the May primary and
the November general
election.
Buley, a wealthy
farmer, has been on the
Henderson Fiscal Court
for several years.
A member of McCracken Fiscal Court,
John Barrie, was appointed county judge.
executiveto fill the
unexpired term of Raymond C. Schultz, who
died recently.
Both men will serve
until a successor is
elected in November.
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BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
11 000 m
Morning 'Worship
600pm
Evening Worship
CHERRY CORNER
11 00 a rn
Morning Worship
700pm
Evening Worship
CHESTNUT STREET
GENERAL
10.00• m
Sunday School
11 00 arm
Morning Worotup
COLDWATER
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
6 00 p. m
Evening Services
COLDWATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
9 46 a m
Sunday School
11 00a m
Morning Services
II:00 p m
Evening Services
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
6
30 p m
Wednesday Serv
10 On a m
Sunday School
11.03 ain
Worship Service
6 00 o m
Sunday Night
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Homing Worship
4 di p m
Evening Worship
1 00 p m
Wednesday Evening
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
1E40 rim
Morning Worship
1 II p0:
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
11 00a m
Morning Worship
4 30 p m
Evening Worship
FAITH BAPTIST
11 00 a rn
Morning Worship
0 CO p rn
Evening Worship
FIRST BAPTIST
9 30 a in
Sunday School
10 46 am If T 00 p m
Worship.
6 00 p m
°lurch
FLINT BAPTIST
11 00• m
Morning Worship
0 46 p m
Evening Worship

Imo

•

BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9 30a m.
Sunday School
10 30 a.m
2n4 k ILO Sun Night
400 p m
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a in
Horning Worship
11 00 km.
1st 3rd Sun Night
7 00 p m
COLDWATER UNITED
Worship Service 11 00 Isi 41 2nd Sunday.
30 00 a.m. 3rd k 4th, Sunday School 10 00
em 1st& 2nd Sunday. 11 00 am 304:1 rth
Sunday
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
9 00
646
Sunday School
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a.m
11 CO cm COO p.m
Worship
FIRST METHODIST
ordup
040410101m
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service
11 00 a.m
Sunday School
10•00am
GOSHEN METHODIST
10.00 a m
Church School
11 00 a.m
Worship Service
6 30 p m
Evening Ser Wee
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
19 00 a.m
Worship
1103 a m
Sunday School
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
10 CO a m
Sunday School
1100am
Morning Worship
KIRKSEY UNITED
10 00 a m.
Sunday School
11 CO a.m.
Morning Worship
Worsp
7'00 p.m.
Even

GRACE BAPTIST
146am
Sunday School
i0 46 a m
Monung Worship
I 00 p
Singing Eve worship

!lam
and 8 so Iii

p

OWENS CHAPEL
i 1 00 a m
Morning Worship
0 30 pm
Worship
Evening
PLAIN GOSPE.L
MISSIONARY BAPTIST
MISSION
10 00 rim
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Worship
(pm
Worship
POPLAR SPRING
am
OR
II
Worship
Morning
41 30 p m
Evening Worship
SALEM BAPTIST
m
II
Morning Worship
7 15 p m
Evening Worship

HAZEL BAPTIST
9 46 a rn
Sunday School
Worship
11 10 am
Morning
5(8 pm
Church Training
S
pm
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
Wednesday Evening
HILLTOP BAPTIST
10 00 a m
Sunday School
rvice
11 30 a m
WorstUp S
,
viOpm
Evening Service
KIRKSE Y BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00•m
E verung Worship
7 h2 p m
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
Sunday Selma
10 SO a m
Preaching
11 00•rn 6,400 pm
Wednesday Night
7 00 p m
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
ii 00 am
Evening Worship
T 00 p m
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
lst Sunday
2 00 p m.
3rd Sunday
2 00 p m
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10 50 am
Everung WorslUp
6.40 pm.
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 am
Worship
11 00 a m
NEW MT CARMEL
MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 00 cm
Evening Worship
(00 pm.
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
11 00 a m.
Evening Worship
7 00 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
School
Sunday
10 00 a M.
Preaching Son,
U 00 a.m
Nightly Service
8 00 m

LYNN GROVE
9:46 am
Worship Service
100 iNgn,
Church School
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNTIED
1110
Worship Service
10:611 km
Sunday School
UNITED
MASON'S CHAPEL
10-00 a.m.
Worship
11 -00 a.m.
Sunday School
MT. CARMEL
Worship Service 1003 a.m. Bid Sunday,
11'00 am rth Suiday Sunday School 1000
a.m 1st, 300k40 Sunday, 11 am Bed
;and,
MT. HEBRON
Worship Service 1000 a.m. lot Sunday A
'CO lid Sunday. Sunday School 11:00
a.m 1s1 Sunday - 1000 a.m.. 2nd, 3rd k
4111 Sunday
PALESTINE UNITED
10,90 a.m.
Sunday School
11:OS a.m.
Worship
RUSSELL'S CHAPEL UNITED
9'46cm
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
8:46 am.
Sunday School
10.46 km.
Morning Worship
4:08 p.m.
Evening
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
1000 km.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Mornbig Worship
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
1000 a.m
Morning Worship
WOO km.
Sunday School
RATHER CHAPEL
AMR CHURCH
10:00 am.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m,
Morning Service
Pastor NUS= J. Pratt

RANDY THORNTON

OAK GROVE

HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING, INC.

SERVALL

HEATING • AIR CONDITIONING •SHEET METAL

Termite & Post Control Co.

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

802 CHESTNUT

PADUCAH LOCNION CALL
HT I HWY 130 W PADUCAH

warn

GROVE
li 00 a. m
Worship Service
n 151 tr.
C. ening Worship
SINKING SPRING
11.00 a.m
Morning Worship
7.30 p m
Evening Worship
SPRING CREEK
10:03 a m
Sunday School
1100am
Monitng Worship
410 p.m.
Training Union
730p.m
Evening Worship
7.40 pm.
Wed. Worship
ST JOHN BAPTIST
CHURCH
6,45 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 -00 a.in
Sunday School
SUGAR CREEK
11:00am
Morning Worship
11.46 p m
Evening Worship
WEST FORK
110 a.m.
Morning Worship
ISO p.m.
Sunday Evening
TOO p.m.
Wednesday Evening
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
10:00
a.m.
Sunday School
1010 a.m.
Morning Worship
6 -CO p.m
Evening Worship
7-00 p.m
Wed. Evening Ser

p

SUITES
• LAY AWAY FINANCING
• LARGE SNOW/ROOMS
• LINENS AND ACCESSOMES
• SERVICE DEPT
• WE MOVE SEOS

Taylor Seed Co.

HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
10 00 a m
Sunday Schaal
11.00 a m
Morning WertUp
6 CO p m
Evening Worship
KIRKSEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
10.006 in
Sunday School
10 50 a m
Morning Worship
7pm
Evening Worship
t Sunday & Wednesdaysi

CATHOLIC

FIRST CHRISTIAN
10 45 a m
Worship Services
le 6 00 p m
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
10 30 a m
Worship
9 30 a m
Bible School
610pm
Evening Service

PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9.30 am
attach School
10 46 a.m
Worship Service
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
10 10 a m.
Sunday School
1100 a m.
Worship Service
MOUNT PLEASANT
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7 00 p rn
Evening Worship
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
6:46 a. m_
Sunday School
1100s.m,
Worship Service
OAK GROVE
10:00 m.
Sunday School
am
710
Worship Service 11

NAZARENE
LOCUST GROVE 0- -I
11 00•m
Morning Worship
-10-0044 m
Sunday School
400m
Evening Worship
,
MURRAY CHURCH
9 46 a m
Sunday School
10d6 a m
Morning Worship
- 510am
Evening Worship
6 30 m
Viednesda Worsin

5 00 p m
500am

Saturday
Sunday

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012

CHRISLER

Dodge
!Plymouth

ST JOHN'S EPISO3PAL
3 CO a.m
Holy Communical
S 15 a.m
Christian Education
10 30
Holy Communte

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
SERVICES
Farmer Ave It 17th St Murray
11 00 a m
Sunday
11 00 a rn:
Sunday School
7 30 p m
Bid Wed
12 00-3 00 • m
RR 2nd Wed

I:I .1 411 4 1']4 k

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
DAY SAINTS
OF
520 8 14th St
11 00am
Sunday School
11 50 am.
Sacrament Meet

BETHESDA BIBLE CHL'RCH
Benton Symminia Hwy., Syrneonla
Sunday School
940 a.m.
Morning Woratup
11:00am.
Wed Evening
7:001 p.m

LArrER

CATALOG SHOWROOM
WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD

Parker
ti&-- Ford Inc.

Home Owned & Operated By Ron & Joyce Sallin
Featuring Daily Lunch & Dinner Specials
Bel Air Shopping Center

Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
Lynn Grove
Feed & Seed

Buck's Body Shop
900 Sycamore

v10.

753-2540

MURRAY AUTO
AUCTION

Joe Todd
Motor Soles

6 Days A Wolk 61
489 2533

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Building Blocks & Beady Mix Cowes

753-3540

East Main Street

GOLDEN
CORRAL

CORRWL

Home Of The
Famous 40 Item Salad Bar
753-3822
719 South 12th

'Hillbilly 'Barn

Vegetablds

JCPenney
Byron s Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Everyday Lowest Prescription Prices
Byron,Forbus, Pharmacist
GI •
A Whi • I kkhtnt!
• 7-- -4175

SOUTHERN STATES
COOPERATIVE
CAL,LpitlAgVigr7,3_018,
KEEL'S VACUUM
SALES & SERVICE
Bel-Air Shopping Center

753-2706

Compliments of

D & W Auto Supply
We install auto Elsa!
Auto Paint Material

753-2380

Carroll Tire Service
And Wheel Alignment

Rt 1 Murray

'Complete Milling Facilities'
Industrial Rd.*•••753-5378

ounty Line Grocery

753-5142

Olympic Plaza

BUCHANAN FEED
AND SEED

RAYNE
ANIMAL
141•LIN
A.100
ls

1105 Pogue 753-1489
11
/
4 Blocks lost
of S. 12th

UNIIWYAL,

LYNN GROVE
SUPER MARKET
Lynn Grove, Ky.
Owners: Ruble & Johnnie Ta lor

WESTERN SIZZLIN
STEAK HOUSE®
Introducing Our New 8 Item Hot Bar
Now Serving Steak, Prime Rib & Seafood
759-9555
12th Street
Hours
Sun.-Thurs.
6 a.m.-11 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.
• a.m.-Midnight
o

Jo. Todd & larryllok
153-2814

Storey's
Food Giant
Alr Sopping Center

401 Olive- 753-5312

isy IkItssine, Plitrixist

OPEN 24 HOURS
801 COLDWATER RD. 753-8574

153-1300

753-2411

Murray Electric System

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

lag 4.,10Milik-ULiikaill

507 S. 12th

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME

Home Owned & Operated by
Max & Marie Keel

Auto Body & Frame Work
Established 1945

Compliments of

DEALERS ONLY •THURSDAY 6:30 P.M.

435-4415

Lynn Grove

WAL:MART

SUPER AMERICA

168

753.044p

Compliments of

Ms(

Jimmy Lamb, Owner
501 N. 4th
7

Everyday Low Price Prescription Service

Wort. Iu Fri.1 p.m.to 4 p.m.

Specializing In Plato Lunches And
All You Can Eat Fish Dinners
437-4871
Hardin, Ky.

Vaughn's Plumbing

ifp Fresh Fruits

MalIITOCIAIDE.

Teacher
Mar-Lane Ceramics Certified
•Custom Orders
•SupplIes
& Gift Shop

COUNTRY CROSSROADS
RESTAURANT

0

\AVEITZNA Open All Year

AND SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
OLYPMIC PLAZA 'MURRAY* 153-1733

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11.00 a.m.4:00 p.m.
Worship Sere.
7:00
p.m.
Wed. Service
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Services
1,00 p.m.

Hewn: Tres. & Thurs. 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.rn.
630 p.m. to 10 p.m.

pia Chau

THOROBRIED
COMPUTIR

Well & Floor Covering
Soetiosids Shopping Center
753-3321

WWWWWWM
1140.
ftwftimmo

•Pixxe•Poste•Seedwichos
12th dr Chestnut, 759-4646

'

701 Main - 753-5273

TERRY'S PAINT
& DECORATING CENTER

MHILLMARK 01ST.

t

FORD

11:01:1

CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST OF LATTER
DAY SAINTS

Hwy. 121

604 S. 12th St.
753-7114

Jack Marshall-Franchisee
"WE DO CHICKEN RIGHT"
Try Our Fresh Buttermilk Biscuits
Sycamore st 12th
Coll in °niers 753-7101

BETHEL Crie PEL
10-00 a. m
Sunday School
11 -00 a. m
Worship Service
7 00 ton.
Evening Worship
'CALVARY TEMPLE
10.00 a.m.
Sunday School
a_rn
Morning Worship
6:30 pm
Evening Worship
730 p m
Wed. Service
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST • Almo Heights
10-00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Service 11:00 om k 7-00 p.m.
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH'
ON Coldwater Rd.
1041 cm..710 p.m
Sun Ser.
700p.m
Wed Bible Study
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
10.00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 90a.rm
Morning Worship
700p.m.
Sunday Everung
700p.m
'Mull Rite
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
7 00 p.m.
Saturday Evening
10 30 a.m.
Sunday Morning
COO p m.
Sunday Evening
TRINITY CHRISTIAN
CENTER
18th at Calloway
10:00 a.m.
Onirch School
11:011
Worship
4:30 p.m.
Sunday Evening

DMA ANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School k
8 46 a m
BMW Class
10 CIO a.m
Worship

CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH
SOO cm
Sunday School
10.30 a.m
Morning Worship
NORTHSIDE INDEPENDENT
McKinney Road. Dexter
1010a.m
Sunday School
1100a.m.
Worship

Groceries & fool*

MURRAY DATSUN
CHRYSLER-DODGE

Kentliekli

PENTECOSTAL

LUTHERAN

PIZZA HUT

201 S. 3rd.

10 M a m
Watchtower
0 30•in
Bible Lecture
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sat 011 km
Sabbath School
Sat. 1100 am
Worth

ST LEO'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
6 00 p m Sat
Sunday Masses
8 000 m Sunday
11 000 m Sunda

753-5742

Lynn Grove Road

JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES

ST HENRYS
CATHOLIC CHURCH

rearm roan Lox

Compliments Of

111•=•••••••

CHRISTIAN

"Your Only Full Service
Chevron Station"
Mickey Cochran-Owner/Manager
753-259
1417 Main

USA INC.
FOR DIE

hionsolown-Cometors Lots
Complete Counseling Ureic*
• 753-2654
641 North

UNIVERSITY
First Worship
S:30 a.m
Sunday Sena'
5:30am
Second Worship
10:30
Evening Worship
410 p.m
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
1030 am
Evening Worship
COO p. m
With labli CHAPEL
Bible Study
10:00a.m
Morning Worship
11 00k:.m
Wed. Eve Nide Study
7.00 6.

WEST MAIN
CHEVRON

410

MURRAY
MEMORIAL GARDENS

1000 a.m.
Bible Study
11.02 a.m
Morning Word%)
6:00p.m.
Evening Worahlp
COLDWATER
i0.60 a. m
Morning Worship
600 p.m
Evening Worship
DEXTER
10:
m
Manure Worship
600 p.m
Evening Worship
FRIENDSHIP
1000 a.m
Sunday School
11:00a.m
Morning Worship
GREEN PLAIN
1090 a in
Bible Study
10:41a.m
Mornihg Service
600 p m
Evening Worship
730 p.m
Wed Worship
HAZEL CRURCH
OF CHRLST
•
1000 a m
Bible Study
10 SOani
Homing Viorship
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
Mld,Week Worship

aoa

MURRAX LOCATION EAU:
CHESTNUT POLLS S54OREC0ER
L2
AM

44*9003
759-4
• avonoom
ober

CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 a m
Sunday School
11•00sm
Homing Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
NEW CONCORD
10 50 a in
Morning Service
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
NEW PROVIDENCE
1100am
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
PLEASANT VALLEY
10 46 rim
Morning Worship
II 00 p m
Evening Worship
SECOND STREET
10 45 a in
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
SEVENTH k POPLAR
8 30 a m.
Worship Service
9 46 a.m
Bible Sbady
10 40•in
Worship Service
600pm
Evening Worship
7 30 p. m
Wed Bible Study
Winter
7 00 p m Summer
UNION GROVE
1050 a m
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Worship

ALMO

Pete Clayton - Mgr.•20 Years Experient
733-6433

753.1111

WATERBEDS

00•

It'AWL. V

N. 12th St.
Attend Church

Regularly

753-4563

512S. 12fli

LTHE

4=Ilik
:
w:
4 1/7
k
sulanNo PL

Murray Moose
Lodge #2011

Pittman W ee
Alignment

408 N.
4th

7537

EASTWOOD CHRISTIAN

pOOKSTORE

Bibles, Books, Cards, Music,
Breakfast Served
Gifts, Children's Books, etc.
6 cx.m.-10:30 a.m.

South 12th Street
Southold* Confer

753-8971

Hwy. 94 East
753-1834

FLAV-O-RICH
'
ALL HEW
QUALITY DAIRY PbDUCTS
Money, Ky.
7534202
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MSU Racers put winning streak
on the line against Fresno State
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
A six-game winning
streak is on the line
tonight as the Murray
State Racers (7-1) take
on Fresno State (4-1) in
the Far West Classic at
Portland, Ore.
The jackrabbit start
for the Racers has been
somewhat of a pleasant
surprise for MSU Coach
Ron Greene who has
had to mold a squad
from three seniors and a
slew of junior college
transfers.
Thus far his sculpting
has created a wellbalanced lineup with
three starters averaging 12 points per game,
one with 11 and the other
with nine. The trio with
a dozen are senior forward Veda Martin, and
junior college transfers
Chuck Glass and Zedric
Macklin. Senior swingman Craig Talley
has leveled off to a consistant 11 points per
outing after a slow start
and senior center Mike
Lahm improved his
scoring average from
eight to nine per game
by scoring 16 points in

Far West
Basketball
Classic
Murray's 78-58 triumph
over Tennessee State,
Dec.20.
On the boards, Martin
leads the team with 7.6
per game, Glass is second with 6.7, and Lahm
grabs 5.3.
"Right now we're
playing like a team with
no stars, or a team with
all stars, if you want to
look at it that way,"
Greene said after the
victory over Tsu. "The
way we've been playing
lately you certainly
have to have a lot of confidence in these guys
because we've already
come through some
tough games."
The Racers have
beaten their seven opponents (three on the
road) by an average of

The first-round game
against Murray will be
played at 11 p.m. Murray time at the University of Portland.
In first-round games
Thursday, Oregon improved to 5-4 with a 55-50
win over Davidson (3-5).
and California, now 7-1,
edged Portland, 55-51.
Portland dropped to 8-5
after winning six of its
13 points per outing, but first seven games.
Fresno State may prove
The other first-round
to be their toughest foe game today has defenyet.
ding tournament champ
"They play a very pa- Oregon State (6-1) factient offense. They don't ing winless Pennmind making 15 or 20 sylvania (0-5). Oregon
passes to get the shot State had its six-game
they want. And they run winning streak cut short
a tenacious defense, at Hawaii last weekend.
very similar to ours,"
Second round games
Greene said.
will be on Saturday with
Fresno State's only Murray playing either
loss came against na- Oregon State or
tionally ranked Pennsylvania.
Washington State, 53-45,
If MSU beats Fresno
in the championship State the Racers will
game of the Sun Met play at n pan. Saturday
Classic hosted by the night and if the Racers
Bulldogs. Since then the lose they'll play at 5
'Dogs have reeled off p.m.
three straight wins.
All teams in the tourLast year Fresno went nament are guaranteed
25-8 and returns two three games with Sunstarters from that day's matchups detersquad.
mining all eight places.

Yankees sign San Diego pitcher Whitson
NEW YORK (AP) —
In his only World Series
appearance, San Diego
right-hander Ed Whitson lasted a mere twothirds of an inning
-a.gainet--th43----Detrolt
Tigers. Now, as a
member of the New
York Yankees, he wants
a rematch.
The Yankees announced Thursday that
Whitson, who spent the
past two seasons with
the Padres, had signed a
free-agent contract, bringing him from the National League to the
American League. The
five-year deal is worth
about $4.5 million,
sources say.
"I hope to get a second chance at Detroit
one of these days,"
Whitson said at a news
conference, and
Yankees Manager Yogi
Berra piped in: "He'll
get a chance to pitch
against them again."
The 29-year-old Whitson, the Yankees No. 1
priority in the freeagent re-entry draft last
month, will join a pitching staff that has
grown older and a little
feeble. But he is only
part of a total revamp-

seeing eyes. Baseball is
ing job the Yankees record is 53-58.
In the playoffs against a funny game."
have done this
The development of a
offseason.
the Chicago Cubs, WhitFirst, the Yankees ac- son worked eight inn- palm ball late in the 1983
quired speedy outfielder ings to win Game Three. season may have helped
Rickey Henderson from In the World Series, he
turn his gar.ttr
around. He developed
the Oakland Air-giving'
up a minor league out- of an inning before be- the pitch almost by accifielder and four young ing knocked out in .dent, when he cut a
pitchers, including Jay Game Two, which the finger on his pitching
Howell and Jose Rho.
Padres went on to win hand on a piece of metal
"Now we're done," 5-3.
on a soda-pop can.
"I was supposed to
Yankees owner George
"Playing in the World
Steinbrenner said. "I'm Series was the greatest pitch the next night. But
happy. The players we thrill in my life, other I couldn't use the breakhad to give up for than making the big ing ball at all the next
Henderson have now leagues," Whitson said. night, just the fastball,"
"There's not enough I he said. "So I had to use
been replaced."
Last season, Phil can say about it. I was It (the palm ball), and
Niekro led the Yankees making good pitches, fortunately, for me, it
staff with 16 victories, but a lot of their hits had was a gift."
but he will be 46 years
old in April. Ron
Guidry, 34, had his
worst major league
season, finishing 10-11.
Marty Bystrom and
After having Thursday off, Calloway County
John Montefusco have High's Leiters play their second-round game of the
been injured, and Ashland Blazer Basketball Tournament tonight at 7
youngsters Joe Cowley p.m.
and Dennis Rasmussen
Calloway won its first-round game Wednesday,
are unproven.
toppling Danville 60-57 in overtime. The Lakers imEven Whitson, a proved to 5-3 overall behind the overtime free throw
seven-year major shooting of guard Scott Nix and 20 points from Brad
leaguer, has yet to pro- Skinner.
ve himself a top-notch
Tonight's Laker opponent is tournament host
starter. Although he Ashland, coached by former Carlisle County skipwas 14-8 for the Padres per Craynor Sloane.
last year and helped the
Ashland won Wednesday,80-76, over Lewis Counteam to the World ty to advance to tonight's contest. The tournament
Series, his lifetime championship will be played on Saturday.

Lakers play Ashland tonight
in second-round tourney game
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TIGER TRAILBLAZER — Sophomore guard Mark West (15) led Murray High to a 72-51 victory
over Robinson (Ill.) High School in a first-round game at the Charleston (IM) Holiday Basketball
Tournament on Thursday. West scored a season-high 20 points by hitting 8-of-11 shots from the field
and 4-of-4 free throws.
File photo by Chris Evans

MHS Tigers face all-or-nothing game
in Charleston Holic_by Tournament
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
CHARLESTON,Ill. — It's all or nothing for the
Murray High Tigers today as they face Taylorville in the second round of the Charleston Holiday Invitational Tournament at Eastern Illinois
University.
Murray High (6-3), the sole Kentucky prep
team in the Illinois tourney, milk defeat Taylorville (6-1) in today's 1 p.m. game or face a long
bus ride back immediately afterwards. If Murray wins, the Tigers will play at 1 p.m. Saturday
In the semifinals.
The championship will be played at 9 p.m.
Saturday.
In a telephone interview with MHS Coach Cary
Miller this morning, he said his team stacks up
well against the out-of-state opponents.
"Talent-wise I think we're compatable. They
play more power basketball than we do down in
western Kentucky and we're not as big as a lot of
these teams up here. But our conditioning is
every bit as good as theirs," Miller said. "I think
we'll hold our own because we do run an awful lot
with the basketball".
The fans attending the games at the Lantz
Building facility will receive a good comparison
between the different styles in Kentucky and Illinois when the Tigers play Taylorville. Taylorville is the epitome of the big lineup schools from
Illinois and Miller says his next opponent is
"maybe the best team in the tournament."
"We watched them beat Lawrenceville
(Thursday) and they are extremely big and
strong. They go 6-5, 6-5, 6-4, and 6-2 and they try
to overpower you. We'll have to play more of a
finesse game to off-set their power," Miller said.
The MHS coach predicted he would have to go
with his big lineup which includes senior center
Paul Dailey at 6-foot-6, but he wasn't ruling out
going with a quicker guard-oriented attack to put

more pressure on the Taylorville ballhandlers.
"With their size and strength inside I'm sure
they'll try to play a half-court game against us.
We'll just have to wait and see, though."
If the Tigers play like they did in the first half
of Thursday's 72-51 win over Robinson, Miller
says his team will be respectable throughout the
rest of the tourney.
In the first two periods against Robinson, Murray blistered the net with sophomore guard
Mark West leading the way. West ended up with
a season-high 20 points on 8-of-11 shooting from
the field and four perfect free throws. Five
Tigers scored nine or more points and three had
nine or more rebounds including Jay Wells with
11, Stanley Rutledge with 10 and Dailey with
nine.
As Miller pointed out, "We shot the ball well,
especially early in the game. We were just
quicker than they were and they couldn't handle
our press. We played an up-tempo game and they
couldn't keep up."
Should Murray advance to the semifinal
round, the Tigers will probably face undefeated
Effingham (10-0), the No.1 seeded team in the
16-team field. Effingham, featuring 7-foot-2
Christoph Weisheit, a West German exchange
student, edged Althoff 57-54 in Thursday's firstround game.
The other first-round game in the top bracket
with Murray was Casey (6-1) whipping Monticello, 82-78. Casey plays Effingham today at
2:30. In the bottom bracket, Teutopolis nipped
Paris, 65-64; Olney blasted Mattoon, 60-36; No.2
seeded Charleston pounded Mt.Pulaski, 89-56;
and Limestone handled St.Anthony, 70-54.
Thursday's Box Score
MURRAY 172) — West 20. Steve Rutledge 0. Dailey 6, Wells 9, Stan
Rutledge 13, Wilkins 10, Randolph 1. Steely 2, Ellington 2 Totals 2522.32
72
ROBINSON (511 — Fuller 6. Wampler 14, GuLlett S. Basso 1 Love IT,
Murrall 2. Totals — 22 7-10 51

NFL Playoffs:

Miami/Passing tested by Seattle secondary
The Associated Press
The record-setting
passing offense of the
Miami Dolphins could
be facing its sternest
teat of the year Saturday when it matches up
with the ballhawking
secondary of the Seattle
Seahawks.
Miami quarterback
Dan Marino broke the
National Football
League record for
touchdown passes in a
season by 12 with a total
48, including a record 19
to Mark Clayton.
Clayton and Mark
Duper each caught
more than 70 passes for
more than 1,300 yards.
The Seahawks, 12-4
this season, led the NFL
with 38 interceptions, so
something has to give
when the two teams
meet in the first of four
playoff games this
weekend.
The SeahawksDolphins American
Football Conference
game in Miami is at
12:30 p.m. EST, followed by New York at San

Francisco at 4 p.m. in
an NFC semifinal. On
Sunday, Chicago is at
Washington in the NFC
at 12:30, with Pittsburgh
at Denver at 4 p.m. in
the other AFC
semifinal.
"We know they are
good, but we aren't in
awe of them," says
Clayton. "If you are
tense or tight now, you
shouldn't be jittery on
the field. I'm not going
to be jittery. I'm just going to do what I do best.
. . catch the football."
Seattle Coach Chuck
Knox says his Seahawks
are wary of Marino,
despite their defensive
successes this season.
They held the defending
Super Bowl champion
Los Angeles Raiders to
one touchdown in a 13-7
wild-card playoff victory last week.
"This guy has got the
quickest release and is
the most accurate
passer I've seen in a
long, long time," said
Knox.
The New York Giants,

16-13 winners over the
Los Angeles Rams in
the NFC wild-card
game, hope the 15-1
49ers will make the
same mistake the Rams
did on Sunday — take
the Giants lightly. San
Francisco ripped the
Giants 31-10 in the
regular season during
which the Giants were
9-7.
"We got the feeling
they were looking past
us," quarterback Phil
Simms said.
Chicago, which won
seven of eight games
against NFC Central opponents en route to winning the division championship easily, did not
fare as well against
other teams, capturing
only three of eight. But
the Bears are not in awe
of the 11-5 Redskins.
"The Redskins are
one of the elite teams of
the league, but we don't
fear them," said
linebacker Mike
Singletary, the leading
tackler on the No.
1-rated defense in the

NFL. "We play some
good football, some
fearless football."
Denver quarterback
John Elway said he
believes that Pittsburgh, 9-7, will try to
blitz him to stop the
Broncos, 13-3.
"They like to blitz a
lot, and they're very
good at it," Elway said.

USFL draft
to be held
on Jan. 3
NEW YORK (AP) —
The United States Football League will hold its
third annual draft on
Thursday, Jan. 3 in
New York, the league
said.
In the past two years,
the league said, 39.5
percent of the players
picked in the open and
territorial portions of
the draft have been
signed by USFL teams,
and 52 percent of those
signed still are on
rosters.
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Auburn tips Arkansas, 21-15
Memorial Stadium.
possibly taking home
After seeing an early the trophy.
3-0 lead turned into a
That play, on fourth.
14-3 first-quarter deficit and-one from the Tiger
on a 2-yard run by 46, saw Arkansas
Jackson and Porter's halfback Bobby Joe EdTD return, the monds drop a sure
Southwest Conference touchdown pass from
Razorbacks gave quarterback Brad
Auburn and Coach Pat Taylor in the open at the
Dye everything they ex- Tiger 15.
pected and a little more
Five plays later,
before becoming the Jackson, who gained 88
Tigers' ninth victim in yards on 18 carries and
was named the game's
13 starts.
"They did exactly MVP, slithered through
what we thought they'd the hands of the Razordo, and they did it well," back defense at the
Dye said. "The only Arkansas 38 and raced
thing that beat Arkan- into the end zone with
sas Is four turnovers."
the deciding touchdown.
The Razorbacks put
"We went for it all on
on a determined rally in fourth-and-one," said
the fourth quarter, scor- first-year Arkansas
ing on a 2-yard run by Coach Ken Hatfield.
fullback Marshall "We felt the play would
Foreman with 11:56 re- be open. If we scored, it
maining to cut the would put us ahead and
Southeastern Con- would force them to
ference Tigers' lead to throw the ball late in the
14-9. Then they came game when they were
LEXINGTON, Ky. within one play of tired."
(AP) - Kentucky
Coach Joe B. Hall says
he is fearful of his young
team's next four opponents - with the first
being a Kansas squad
For health
boasting an 8-1 record
Insurance to
MS
and a six-game winning
help pay
streak.
soaring
Kentucky will face
hospital and
Kansas Monday night at
Louisville's Freedom
surgical bills,
Hall. The Wildcats' next
check with
opponents will be
State Farm.
Auburn, North Carolina
State and Vanderbilt.
""That's probably the
part in our schedule thate
I feared the most," with
National Basketball AMMISOIn
San Antonio
a young basketball
EASTERN oar ticellsa
Kansas City
Atlantic Division
squad that lacks depth,
LA.Lakers
W L Pct. 68
Hall said during his
Horton
IS 5 .833
Phoenix
Philadelphia
6
.196
2
U
Portland
regular weekly news
Washington
L.A. Clippers
17 11 .667 8
conference on ThursSeattle
New Jersey
IS- • 17 .433 13

MEMPHIS, Tenn.
(AP) - The big play only a fingertip away
for Arkansas - became
reality for Auburn and
halfback Bo Jackson,
whose 40-yard, fourthquarter touchdown run
gave the 16th-ranked
Tigers a 21-15 Liberty
Bowl victory.
Despite four pass interceptions by the
Auburn seconday - one
turned into a 35-yard TD
run by cornerback
Kevin Porter - Arkansas, 7-4-1, came within a
whisker of capping its
1984 season with an
upset victory Thursday
night at Liberty Bowl

Four foes
have Hall,
UK worried

Edmonds said it was a
case of -being too
open."
"It was a lack of concentration. It looked like
the pass would be long,
then I thought I'd have
to dive for it. Then the
ball was there and I
knew I was in trouble
when I felt it go off my
hands and into the air,"
said Edmonds, who set
a Liberty Bowl record
for pass receptions with
10, covering 68 yards.
After Jackson's scoring run, the Razorbacks
got a 25-yard TD pass
from Taylor to split end
James Shibest with 3:10
remaining, but could not
move past their own 45
as the clock ran out on
their final possession.
"I told our team they
would have to fight and
scratch the whole game
If they were to beat
Arkansas, and that's exactly what they did,"
Dye said.
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a real test."
Kentucky is 3-4 after
winning its invitational
tournament last week,
and Hall noted thatiCanass is big, talented and
experienced and off to
its best start in 14 years.
The Wildcats already
"anticipate problems on
the boards. We'll try to
do something to make
quickness more important in the game than
height," Hall said.
"They have four
players averaging double figures," Hall said.
Among them is Danny
Manning, who has been
compared to such
greats as Magic
Johnson and Larry
Bird.
"He's of that caliber,"
Hall said.
Hall said he thinks
Kentucky is making
progress but that it still
"lacks some of the ingredients it takes to
make a real ball club."
The victories in the
tournament showed the
players "they're not the
worst team in the
world."
At one point, Hall
remarked that he never
wanted to end up as an
"old coach," but at 58
he's already past the
age he originally set for
retirement.
Hall, now in his 13th
season with the
Wildcats, said that when
he came to Kentucky, he
thought that 55 was "a
good age to get out of
coaching. I just didn't
want to be an old
coach."
Looking ahead to the
NCAA tournament, Hall
said this may be the
year that the selection
committee will consider
breaking a precedent
and invite a team
without a winning
season.
"The tournament
committee definitely
takes into consideration
the caliber of schedule
you've played," he said.
But he said the pressure
will be on Kentucky to
get through the season
with enough victories
for an invitation.
Not only has Kentucky's starting season
been rough but the
Southeastern Conference teams already
are shaping up to be better than expected, Hall
said.
"Just about every one
In our conference has
done well on occasion."
he said. "We think the
conference is more solid
than we thought
originally."
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New Jersey 4. Toronto 1
Montreal 5. Quebec 3
Washington 5, N.Y. Islanders 4, OT
Boston 6, Lou Angeles 6, tie
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Red Lobster Classic
First Round
Sugar Bowl
First Round

TOURNAMENTS
For West Classic
Fint Round
Oregon 55, Davidson ao
California 36, Portland Si

National Football League
National Football Laspre Playoffs At A Glance
Cadman* Sudan&
Sabordsfs Guns

I

26 Galion

Corbtn 118, Washington Co. 33
Garrard Co. 31, Somerset 42
Whitley Co. 69, Monticello 36

College Basketball

McOoriMes-Ceinver Classic
Lou. Does 53, Independence INC.)
48

Handi-Bag

Trash Bags

Campbell Co. Tourney
Worded Co. Inv.
Paris 42, Harriman Co. 26(
Livingston Central 66, Lou Mercy Coy. H. Cross 44, Caznpb4Ca. 39
se
(3rd)
Bethlehsea Tourney
Pulaski Co. in,.
Bethlehem 64, W. Hardin 30
Pulaski Co. 64, McCreary Central
Henry Co. U. Bardstown 47
$4

Dayton inv. Tourney
Henry Co. 64, Ludlow Si

Reg 593

Allen CoActsv11. 58, Ft. Knox 41

Bluegrass Festhral

Centralia(W.)Holidad Tourney

Reg $1 1 4

Smythe Division
Edmonton
Winnipeg
Calgary
Los Angeles
Vancouver

Girls
McDonelesclassic

Lea. Cath. 73, Anderson Co. 71
Pulaski Co. 72, Lea. Henry Clay 61
Benton (M.) IS. Union(b. U
CellelleteUll Classic
Miami Carol City n, Lou. related.
43

8 Place Setting

79c 99c 49c

36 127 124
35 142 130
28 127 153
TS 1.21 140
17 109 170

Kentucky High School Basketball
Kentucky Prep Basketball
Thursday's Games
Bora
Ackniral Classic(Mewl

•

100 Count

NFC

At Pasedens, CAN.
Ohio State. 9-2. vs Southern
California, 3-2
Sugar Bowl
At New Weans
Louisiana /Heti,. 8 2 1, vs
Nebraska. 9.2
°ramp Been
Oklahoma.

At*MU
vs Washington.

10.1

Larry Krouse Insurance

Ask your Begley Pharmacist how to save on
your next prescription.

I,
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OUTDOOR LIFE

Miirray Ledger & Times

Horsemen still searching
for herd of escaped buffalo
During the winter
most of us who are on the
water are looking for
sauger, crappie or ducks
and geese and we fail to
notice signs that could
lead us to some excellent
"big striper" fishing.
Stripers are a coolwater fish by nature and
simply do not do well in
warmer environments.
summer
the
As
temperatures continues
to warm the waters the
big stripers move into
deeper water seeking the
cooler temperatures,
and usually gather near
a thermocline. By late
summer these fish can
be found at depths of
50-60 feet.
Early fall begins a
reversal of this process
and as the surface
temperature dips below
the 50 degree mark surface feeding begins.
Stripers in northern
ranges may come up in
October, while those in
southern waters might
not begin surface feeding
until December.
Stripers are openroaming
water,
predators that like to
hunt in groups. A
favorite tactic is to force
schools of baitfish up
toward the surface
against a shoreline or in
a cove, thus eliminating
their avenue of escape.
If threadfin shad are
the target fish, the
stripers job and meal is
to
easier
much
accomplish.
Threadfin and cold
water don't mix, they
cannot live in cold water
and as the water

temperature drops into
the 40's it's over for
them!
So you see when the
shad are forced into the
cold areas, they begin a
quivering, struggling,
distress type movement
that causes a feeding
frenzy from predator
fish!
Its easy to see why this
late-season period often
offers striper fishermen
a unique surface fishing
experience. Once this
feeding begins the action
may last a month or
more.
When you see the surface boiling and foot long
gizzard shad leaping for
their lives, obviously big
predator fish are prelocating
but
sent,
shallow stripers isn't
always as easy as it
sounds. One mistake
commonly made while
scouting is to(only) look
for the boils.
At times big stripers
feed so quietly all you
can see is small dimples
on the surface. As you
motor along, stop and investigate any form of
surface disturbance. A
fin silently breaking
water or a single baitfish
jumping may be the only indication feeding
stripers are near.
Stop and sit by a spot
for ten minutes or more
to let things quiet down.
If a number of fish are
using the area, they'll be
noticeable once they feel
safe.
At times you can
motor right up to a
feeding school, but
generally they are very

noise-shy
and
big
engines really put them
off. It's best to use a
quiet approach, shutting
off the engine at least 50
yards away and drifting
In to the school or using
the electric trolling
motor.
If the fish spook before
you're in position, just sit
quietly and wait them
out. It might take awhile
but, if they come up
thrashing all around the
boat, it's an experience
you'll not soon forget!
Once in casting range,
work the outside fish
first and this will avoid
spooking the others.
There is always a few
outside "roomers" and
by taking them first you
increase your chances of
catching a lot more.
When threadfin or gizzard shad are the bait
fish, the most successful
shallow water lures are

floating minnow-type
lures such as rapalas,
rebels and red fins.
These baits closely
match the shad in size
and action and account
for many of the biggest
stripers taken each year.
Another good choice is
a jig either with a plastic
or hair body or tail. It
can be fished shallow or
deep depending on the
retrieve.
Catching big stripers is
not as easy as it sounds
because they are a wary,
finicky fish and there
isn't really any "stock or
standard" way to catch
them that will work
every time so its always
best to be flexible in your
approach and gear your
methods toward the
prevailing conditions
and the "mood" of the
fish!
Happy Fishing!

Terry Walker is pictured above with his 175 lb.,
eight point deer which he recently harvested
while hunting.

Arms, Ammo, Archery,
Fishing, &sating,
Camping Supplies

01
111

ppy Holiday Travel,Inc)),)

0
01

Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Sot.
1-6 Sun.
Hwy. 641S.

1

GRAYSON McCLURE

Miles From Murray On 94E.),
Telephone 502-753-6116

2

Cedric,
Jo, Eric
end
Jane Benson

We Sari. Sell C Trees GYMS
tsp•rt GvftwoltAlrii 5...(c.

"Largest Archery
Selection In
Ms Area"
502.753-1342

life, Adams said.
The animals defied
one recapturing effort
when the trackers built
a corral on Dec. 14 and
equipped it with a drugged feed mixture that
was intended to knock
out the buffalo.
''We put a huge
amount of horse tranquilizer in the grain
mixture," Adams said.
"There was enough to
knock out 25 to 30
horses."
But the buffalo finished off the grain and fled
before the trackers
could nab them, Adams
said.
No one has reported
the roaming buffalo
causing any damage

other than a few broken
fences, he said.
The trackers captured
a calf on Dec. 19. Three
days later, Adams and
some other riders trapped a cow find a calf at a
farm along Route 22.
"There was a woven
wire fence all the way
around it," Adams said.
"We herded them with
horses into this enclosed
area, and they couldn't
get out. We caught the
calf by driving it up to
the corral, but the big
cow jumped over the
fence and fell."
Keith Mooreheao of
Falmouth tackled the
1,200-pound animal and
held it until help
arrived.

Successes and failures follow

wildlife commissioner Kays

The non-game fund, which depends on the
generosity of Kentucky taxpayers who check off
part of their refund for the program, generates
only a few thousand dollars a year.
Yet Kays notes that the money goes to such
worthy, although perhaps obscure, programs
such as bringing osprey back into Kentucky, examining if abandoned deep mines can be used to
to house endangered species of bats and the acquisition of nature preserves.
That particular Memory is apprporiate for someone who began his career with the department in 1957 as a wildlife biologist trying to
determine if exotic game birds such as partridges and pheasants could be introduced and
maintained in Kentucky. They couldn't.
Kays eventually became commissioner of the
department in 1978 and can point to a variety of
successes — and failures — over the years.
Kays, who still carries something of his soft
drawl left over from his days at Louisiana State
University, oversees an agency that has a
diverse nature.
The largest segment of the department's
roughly 300 employees are the game wardens in
their familiar two-tone green uniforms who
check hunting and fishing licenses while asking
how the day is going and perform much of the
agency's field work — from hunting coyotes to
investigating the shooting of protected raptors
such as eagles.

Uncle Jeff's
Sporting Goods

so

DON 10caURE

shortly thereafter. The
trackers have since
recaptured a cow and
two calves.
Adams, with the help
of neighbors and
friends, has been tracking the other buffalo.
His wife, Linda, and her
mother stay by the
telephone for updates
from neighbors about
the animals'
whereabouts.
The herd is thought to
be headed eastward
toward Bracken County,
moving through a rugged valley bordered by
state Routes 22 and 10.
Recapturing efforts
have been hampered
because the area is
overgrown with plant

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — One of Carl Kays'
fondest accomplishments over 30 years of working in the Kentucky Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources is decidedly untypical of the
standard view of the agency.
The department is best noted for its enforcement programs and stocking of fish and game
species.
But the first thing Kays points to is a small program that has nothing to do with hunting or
fishing.

"

Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake

FALMOUTH, Ky.
(AP) — Rather than admit they are buffaloed,
some dedicated
horsemen are searching
through wooded countryside for 17 buffalo
that swam to freedom
from a northern Kentucky farm.
"The plan is just to
keep on trying to round
them up. They're awfully intelligent animals,"
said Dale Adams,owner
of the Adams Buffalo
Farm, where the
animals were corralled
before the escape.
Twenty-ni4e buffalo
swam a lake and got
away from the farm
near Falmouth on Dec.
5, but nine returned

There are also separate wildlife and fisheries
divisions where employees are charged with
monitoring game and non-game species, stocking ponds, stocking animals and a wide array of
tasks. There is also a state fish hatchery near
Cave Run Lake in Rowan County.
Kays, whose retirement will become effective
in April, said the agency and the state's wildlife
generally are in better shape than ever before.
Though the number of employees fell
somewhat by budget cuts during the administration of Gov. John Y. Brown Jr., staffing levels
are adequate, Kays said. Game wardens also
now have adequate equipment for their jobs.
Game species from deer and wild turkeys to
squirrel and quail, are surviving quite nicely
given the inevitable encroachment of man.
"From a wildlife standpoint, we probably have
more animals than we actually harvest," Kays
said during a recent interview. "I don't see any
problem in the immediate future."
There are problems, some of them beyond the
reach of the agency.
Some waterways that once provided excellent
fishing have been fouled by pollution.
Waterfowl "are just holding on," primarily
because of hunting pressure from other states
along flyways, Kays said.
Poaching, especially for deer, is a bigger problem than a decade ago. Ironically, Kays said
that is probably because the department has improved the population so much.
There are still people who hunt or fish without
licenses and probably always will be, Kays said.
Over the years, Kays has found himself with
less and less time to indulge his own interest in
hunting — doves, geese, rabbits — and fly
fishing.
Kays, 55, blames "Father Time and Mother
Nature" for some of the decline, and an increased workload for the rest.
"Maybe I'll get back in the swing a little more
next summer," he said.
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Nov. 20-25 Duck
Dec. 08-Jan. 20 Duck
Nov. 20 Thru
Jan. 20 Goose
Cross Bow/Deer/
Nov. 17-Nov. 26
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Winchester
Shot Gun Shells
& Center Fire
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01

Ky.
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DONELSON*
FISH MARKET
Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
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•Turn off 94 E at Duncan's Market,
/
2 miles.
On Hwy. 732, go 61
'Open 7 Days A Week
•Owner—Rex Donelson
•436-5834
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We Install Automotive Glass
and Have a Complete
Automotive Machine Shop!
We Also Make Hydraulic
Noses. 753-4563 5125. 12th
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THE JONES
Cjpd

On Illeautifulkeducky.Lake

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?

Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service

410 N.4th
753-8346— 753-6779

*Bass Hawk Boats
*Authorized Evinrude
Sales & Service

*J.C. Pontoons
01
01
01

0
RR. 2 Buchanan, Ten.(901)232-8221—

641

Complete Line of Fishing

Boat, Motor,Ski &

'•

Pontoon Rentals

PROFESSIONAL
TAXIDERMISTS

.0111
11 4.

Guide Service, Covered
Storage, Launching
Romp,Tackle, Bait.
Rt, 1 Nordin(502)474-2245 ee 474-7211,1[d. 171

Of LOUISVILLE

e0

Pick Up Station:
Sports Spadalists
11011 Chipstnut
Murray, Ky 753-0703

01
01
01

Bover's
Tree753-0338
Service

0/
01
01
01

so
so Topping, Deadwooding, Iledg 01
Complete Removal,
so Trimming, Treatment,
Surgery,
Pesticide
Seasoned Firewood.
*Fully Inserwl
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Vials
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and Sporting Equipment
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Cherokee Pioneer
60

Hwy.641 North

753-6448 ii)
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41 Super Shel
Where "Service Is Our Business"

Your U-Haul Headquarters
so Hwy.641 South
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
YOGA r
Notice

2

2.Notice

St,prt At

1351.., woo!
L

'Wiped naFruit Bask 'ped
tionwide, Gorilla-Grams,
Balloon Bouquets, Rent-AClown or Monkey, CakesFree Delivery. VISA & MC.
753-9280

Lose Weight
Quickly &
Safely

Face
Brick

Strengthening
Stretching
Relaxation
I Wooks-S40
Starts Jan. 15th
435-4261
WE TAKE
THE CAKE

.Notice

Vowel! &
Son Inc.

Martin, TN'
i. 587-2301 -

p

GLASS work. Storm
windows, storm doors &
patio door glass replaced. Auto glass,
plate glass, window
glass and plexiglass
installed. Aluminum
store fronts and store
front doors repaired or
replaced plus glass
table tops, glass shelves
& mirrors cut to size
and shape. Display
cases, stands & racks,
glass shelves, decor
mirrors and wall
mirrors made to
specification. M&G
Complete Glass, Dixieland Center. Phone
755-0180.
DAILY CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEV ROLE T
753-261 7

Jim Suiter & Jerry
Henry wit be in ow
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.

BEWARE of Stores
A SERVICE
DEPARTMENT
WORLD OF SOUND

Without

Olds Pont -Cad -Buick

222 S. 12th
753-546.5
3. Card oi Thanks
Do Something Nice
For Yourself.
Call BIBLE CALL
759 4444

Children s

Tape

759-4445

MURRAY AUTO
PARTS INC.
North Branch Store
841 North
Store Hours: 7 a.m.-8 p.m.
Mon. thru Set. Sun. 1-8
p.m. Telephone 753-7771

A new design for your business
card, store, stationary, etc. Individualized drawings done at a
reaeonsbes rate

Spouse
Abuse
Hotline
759-4050

100% Natural
100%
Guaranteed
Call 753-7863

Colt 759-9567
after 4 p.m.

CARD OF
THANKS
We would like to
express our sincere
thanks and appreciation to those
who brought food,
flowers, and cards
upon the death of
our loved one, Jeff
Special
Eaker.
thanks goes to the
Murray Hospital
Long Term Care
Unit, Max ChurFuneral
chill
Sinking
Home,
Springs Church
and Brother Eddie.
Your support and
kindness has touched our hearts in a
very special way.
Mother Dorothy
Eaker and family
5. Lost and Found
rOUND Siamese cat
near MSU golf course.
Call 436-2845 or 436-5836.

COUNTRY
NOTIONS

6.

121 Bypass
Located in the
Ozark Log Home
Building

BATTERIES
$15 WlExthange
Call 753-3711

Help Wanted

ITCUTIVE Secretary or
Office Manager wanted. 3
years or more experience
preferred. Excellent opportunity for advancement. Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040 -A, Murray
Ky 421711.

2 2 . Musical
6. Help Wanted
ETCCTIVEr-grscrWy WURLITZER
wanted background in piano with Leslie 60
medical records, legal or amplifier set, $500. 1803
insurance prefered. Must College Farm Rd.
be willing to take 2 or 3
year training program. 24. Miscellaneous
Send resume to P.o. Box
g mos.
1040-D, Murray icy, 42071. (Aft -batteries
guarantee, 22, 24, 72, 74
series, 127.99 exchange.
9. Situation Wanted
80 mos. guarantee,
WELL 40 house clean- $37.99 exchange.
Heavy
Mg. 7 years experience. duty 27 series, 60 mos.
Dependable. Re- guarantee, $39.99 exferences. Call 474-2202.
change. Wallin Hardware, Paris, Tn.
10. Business Opportunity
COMMODORE 64
computer with disc
SALES-MONEY
drive. Call 753-0925.
MEN-WOMEN
OAK & hickory
(25 YEARS 00 OLDER)
firewood, $25 a rick
cnildr•n
H•lp
•nurallc
delivered. Call nights
unlimned leatlegavel-work turd
436-2778.
end wake 535,000450.000 a
Cali
commission
year
REASONED & hall
$004264875 or 11004125-4426
seasoned oak firewood
for sale. Minimum order, 2 ricks. Call 43614. Want to Buy
2587.
ALTO Saxaphone, Bundi SEASONED oak
#2, in good condition. Call firewood. Also will do
753-0421.
tree trimming, removWANTED, raw furs. ing, and shaping
Owen McClellon, shrubbery. Call
Polaski, Ill. 1-618-342- 753-5476.
6816.
SEASONED firewoodoak, hickory, mixed
15. Articles for Sale
hardwoods $30/rick
WASHER & dryer, delivered. Min. order 2
used, sell cheap. Call ricks. Call John Boyer
753-0338.
759-4189.
SOLID Railroad 'lies,
and up. 753-2905 or
435-4343 or 435-4319.
USED chain saws, reconditioned and firewood
ready.
All at reduced
Desks,fees, chairs,
prices. See Keith at
folding tables, etc. Stokes
Tractor.
WOOD, $20. No Delivery. Call 438-2261.

$

OFFICE
FURNITURE

CRYTS USED
OFFICE
FURNITURE

27. Mobile Homes for Sale

1016 Jefferson
Paducah, Ky.
442-4302
METAL Hollywood
with springs & mattress, studio couch
which makes a bed and
drapes & bed spread to
match. 1 pair drapes
fits single window and 1
pair fits double window.
Call 753-5650.
22. Musical
RALDWIN
organs,
pianos. Player pianos.
Used pianos, organs.
Your complete music
store. Lonardo Piano
Co. next to Penney's.
Paris, Tenn.
RIIODES piano & Korg
Lambe, $400. Call 7626104.

14x65, 2 BEDROOM, I
bath, central heat & air.
Excellent condition.
Price reduced. Must
sell. Call 753-6420.
1971, all gas, central Air,
2 BR, partly furniahed,
extra nice, new underpinning and electric pole.
$5000. Call 753-1696 or 7532449.
1984 BUCCANEER,
14x70. Step up kitchen, 2
BR, 2 bath, central hea
& air, dishwasher, refrigerator with ice
maker, underpinned,
furnished or unfurnished. Call 753-9644.
1984 INDIES 14x64.
BR, partially furnished,
china cabinets, ceiling
fan, underpinning &
front porch. Excellent
condition. Call 759-1822
after 4p.m 753-3557.

arid,
4.illonej- 44.1A

28. Mobile Homes for Rent

38. Pets-Supplies
OR 11-vrr-E. TREE puppies, 6 weeks

AC/natural gas. Shady
Oaks 753-5209

old, German Shepard
Collie mix
Call
758-0296

30. Business Rentals

41. Public Sales

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492
31. Want to Rent
!INGLE female
graduate student with
car seeks 1 BR furnished apt. by Jan. 10th
Can view apt. on Jan
3rd. Send replies to P.O.
Box 1040-C, Murray,
Ky. 42071.
32. Apts for Rent
1 BEDROOM furnished
apt. available now. Off
street parking, private
entrance, $125 month,
$125 deposit. 753-3001 for
appointment.

Yard Sale
of The Year
903 Meadow

Lane
Dec. 29
8:00-2:00
Unique hems, '85
calendars, household

items, Atari/cart.,
hair dryers, old &
new items, toys,
games. Low prices.

43. Real Estate
IMx or urray
•
H.A. repossessed properties. Other listings,
Murray-Calloway Co.
Realty, SM N. 12th St.
758-8146 or Ron Talent
753-9894.
FOR sale, by owner,
vacant lot & rental
property across from
Murray Fire Dept. on
Poplar. Call 758-9251.

53. Services Offered

P1LTAfiM
SERVICE. Kenmore,
W estinghouse.
Whirlpool. 22 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Service, 202 S. 5th St.
Business 755-4872, 4365868 (home).
APPLIANCV REPAIR:
Factory authorised for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dish washers, refrigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett, 364-11963 or 7585841.
I/ILL Electric is now
rewinding electric
motors. Call 7534104.

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING
Free Estimates
759-1983

Froxr
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53 Services Offered
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial. Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair.
Phone 753-7203.

RILIC15-worMT
% your
trees? Topping, pruning, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
BOYER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care.
753-0338.

Aluminum
Service Co.
Aluminum end vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. lesforovicos.
Coll Will Ed Smiley,
7334601

grWITT-SGZEGe-Repair. All makes and
models. Industrial,
home and commercial.
38 yra. experience. All
work guaranteed. Kenneth Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.

GENERAL
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry.
15 Years Experience,
concrete, plumbing,
References, Free
roofing, siding. NO JOB
Estimates.
TO SMALL. Free estimates. Days 758-6973,
nIghts 474-2276.
GUTIERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gut- TROLAR Plumbing
ters Metalled for your Electric. Call 437-4740.
specifications. Call STUMPS removed
Sears 753-2310 for free mechanically, up to 12"
estimate.
below the ground. Call
RAROLD'S Tree Ser- 753-0211.
vice. Topping, cutting,
trimming, etc. Also,
Aluminum and Vinyl
clean-up work, shrubbsiding ond Aluminum
ery & over grown areas.
trim for oil houses. It
Fast, dependable serstops pointing.
vice. Insured. For free
rR
estim
grr
fg 437-4607.
_m
Jack Glover
rsown
by Sears. TVA ap753-1873
proved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears TFIWEATTS Alternator, Generator & Starter
753-2310 for free
Service (rebuilt & reestimate.
paired). Route el, Almo,
KY, 42020. Shop
(502)758-8742.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
a dry.
Work completely
/53 11 7. 9•'.
guaranteed. Call or
AR1ER STODtu
write Morgan Constriction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
JOINER'S Tree Ser- 42001 or call 1-442-7026.

ROOFING!

3 BEDROOM furnished,
Olive St. 2 Bedroom
unfurnished, S. 8th.
Adults. No pets. Lease
& deposit. Call 753-9206 46. Homes for Sale
after 4p.m.
3 BE15R0OM apt. 2 BEDROOM frame
Newly remodeled. house near Kirksey, Ky.
Lease & deposit. No with 51/2 acres $7,000,
pets, $165. 8th & Chest- if interested call 437404 or 437-4190. Must
nut. Call 753-8512.
sell.
1 BR duplex, den, living
room, kitchen, washer 1 BEDROOM house on a
large tot. Living room,
& dryer. Call 753-9240.
dinning room, kitchen
FURNISHED room for and utility room, cargirl, 1/2 block from port, and 2 storage
campus, utilities paid. buildings, $21,500. Call
Murray-Calloway Co. 492-8492.
Realty, 334 N. 12th St. 4 BEDROOM, 21/2
753-8146.
bath, approx. 8000 eq. ft.
living space. Large
ONE bedroom Duplex. kitchen,
large den with
414 S 10th, Murray. Call
fireplace, and large
492-8225.
living mom. Assumable
ROOMS for rent, $125 a 8% loan. For information
month. Call 759-4986.
758-8287.
ROOM near campus. ROUSE for sale on big
Boy only. Call 753-5561.
corner lot. Dexter, 2
bedrooms, carpeted.
TAKING applications Must sell. Call 427-4512
for Section 8. Rent (27,500).
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
OLDER 2 BR home.
BR. Apply Hilldale
Call 753-6400 after 6p.m.
Apts., Hardin, KT
E qual Housing 48. Auto Services
Opportunity.
WANTED: Mature 4-1000 X15 TIDES
female roomate to mounted on slotted vice. 30 years exshare fully furnished aluminum wheels. Will perience. Also bucket
house. Call 759-4011 fit 5 hole jeep or Ford, truck for hire. Call
$125. Call 753-7281.
between 8 & 2p.m.
7534366.
DATSUN motor k LEE'S CARPET
transmission, rear end, CLEANING. For all
34. Houses for Rent
4 new tires & wheels and your carpet & upholst24 hr. Service
1 BEDROOM country more parts. Call 436- ery cleaning. For a free
home near Almo. Call 5435.
estimate call 753-5827.
753-0600.
Satisfied references.
BEDROOM. gas heat. 49. Used Cars
ILL haul white rock,
basement garage. Call 19 T6 CUTLAgg
Irrigation-Residential
sand, lime, rip rap and
758-7791.
Supreme, red withwhite
CAMPBELL WELL
masonary sand, coal,
4 BEDROOM, 9 bath, 2 interior. Call after
dirt, gravel, fill sand.
DRILLING
.m.435-4364.
story near Murray, $500
Call Roger Hudson,
McKenzie, Tn.
monthly. Call 753-6035 1b77 FIAT, $300. Cs!!
753-4645 or 753-6763.
Cell Collect
or 7511-6374.
753-8960 between Ila.m.
901-352-3671 or
& 8p.m.
901-352-5704
BAILEY'S FARM
RICE 3 BR brick, 19 0 CHRYSLER
Free Estimates
garage, stove, car- Newport, very good
LUMBER
peted, near MSU. Small condition. Air & new ODD Job specialist, ceilFor all your
family preferred. De- tires, 52,300 miles. Call ing fans, electrical,
out building needs
posit, references, no 759-1721 after 6p.m.
plumbing, fencing. You
759-1099
pets, vacant. 753-3942.
1981 MERCEDE 240D. name it, I do it. You buy,I
Corner of Industrial Rd.
VACANT house on 16111 Excellent condition. Install. You break, I fix.
Call 436-2868.
Miller. Basement & gee Call 7534563.
heat. No pets, $250 1984 CAIrfARO,Z-28, Red ROOFING, Plumbing,
57. Wanted
month, $250 deposit. with T-Top. Excellent Siding. Additions
Call 753-5292.
Painting.
General
CarWOOD, any type, up to
condition. $12,500. Call 1pentry. P.A. Molony Co 5' long & 12" diameter. 4
502-898-7046.
37. Livestock-Supplies
61 VW, rebuilt motor, 7 5 3 - 8 6 28 . Free mi. S. of Murray on 641,
Estimates.
753-9251.
FOR sale, Weanling new trans., 2 yr. old
Arabian Filly. Ideal for paint job, am-fm cassChristmas present. Call ette, 6V-12V. Good car.
Call after 5p.m.
753-8146 or 753-9894.
7534472.
38. Pets-Supplies
CORVAIR, 1967,Monza,
CUSI OM KITCHEN CABINETS
AKC Registered Brit- black, rebuilt engine, no
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
tany Spaniel pups, rust, nice exterior, new
radial tires
orange on white. From
Must sell. Call 753-7963.
excellent hunting stock.
soLio WOOD CABINETS S
Eight weeks old
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Christmas. Shots and DkCELLENT ChristBirch • Oak • Wakiat • aviary
wormed. Four males at mas gift. 1983 Chrysler
OUNCASES
•
MANTLES
• BOOKCASES•
$150, one female at $175. La Baron convertible,
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
•
leather
cross
mark
111 CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
Serious hunters
windows,
tic,
interior,
•
COMPEITTIVE
PEKES
Drop
By
A
Soo
Our
04aploy
Joluuge
preferred. Call
seats, pa, ph, am-fm
•
Oliver 522-7650.
Financing .,
733-5940.
111' 1212 Main Murray, Ky.
AKC Registered Ger- cassette, tan.
753-9240.
I.
••••••ko p 9 p 9• •
•
•
man Sheparda, dark available. Call
•
brown sables and black 50. Used Trucks
•
& tan. Good gaurd dogs.
Great with children. 1975 Silvered°, auto4
matic, power steering 6
486-2858.
AKC registered Ger- brakes, Air, Tilt. Call 753man Shepard puppies, 6 9181 or 753-8124.
weeks old, ready for 1978 CHEVY 4x4, extra
Christmas. Call nice, $3800. Call 7534139
after 6p.m.
759-1893.
BIRD dog puppies, 1980 CHEVROLET 1 ton
wormed & weaned. truck. PS, PB, new
Reasonable. Call 753- rebuilt motor, 4 speed,
8346.
5th wheel hook up, and 2
and/or
ice
DOL"-TaiRS77
- ft. metal grain sides.
boarding. Reserve now Good condition. Phone
for Christmas holidays. 753-0789.
All inside runs private,
Services Offered
heated, & covered. Save 53.
money on holiday Frnit sales at Sears
specials on boarding now. Call Sears 758-2310
and obedience training, for free estimate for
your needs.
436-2858.

436-2999

'St

Stubblefield
Electric
759-4899

dLat ?

rogi

mhi

A

OF.1111Y S

WHY 15 IT MY COFFEE CUPS
KEEP DISAPPEARING?

•
•

•••••

WANT TO BE
BALL HOLPER
ANYMORE
4

C
-•"°itp

12 2F1

New Year's
Eve Dance At
The Murray
Eagles

I JUST PONT

I 6END YOU
IN FOR ONE
PLAY AND
VoLl'RE SACK
ALREADY
COMPLAINING

L Ey

Z

Poo

LOA r.f.f

WALLIS DRUG
•PRESCRIPTIONS •FR1SM FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADINO BRANDS Of COSMETICS
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Fre* Dalivary on Prescriptions in City Limits

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Silver
Gold
Closed
Closed
6.41
Yesterday
Yesterday 310.50
Opened
Opened
6.40
Today
309.00
Today
.01
Dow
1.50
Down
GOLD 6 SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS 01.T"..'W.0 P1.. IN 7 A
L.1411-,„ ANOTHER
rN itoRy -LANA
7ERECR167:,A &MOW

8CAI6-80'46
5CENElj3447

GOES ON?

7+'i
v

II [(,,d.

2 .S

Members &
Guests Only

"SALES"
Need To Make
8500 + Per Wk.
Career Opportunity
Experience Helpful
"Will Train Right People"
No Door to Door
For Appointment Call
Between 10-2
502-354-6377
Ask For B.W. Palmer
*
$$$$$$$
*
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11984 religion news topped by politics

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Raspberry, 83, dies
Mrs. Gladys
Raspberry, 83, Rt. 2,
Hazel, died Thursday at
12:05 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born Nov. 19, 1901, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late William Hendricks
and Lona Jane Henley
Hendricks.
She was the widow of
Herbert Raspberry.
Survivors are two
daughters, Mrs. W.D.
(Fay) Lassiter, Hazel,

Final rites
for Ramsey
on Saturday
The funeral for Rex
Earl Ramsey will be
Saturday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of the Max Churchill Funeral Home.
The Rev. Heyward
Roberts and the Rev.
Ricky Miller will officiate. Music will be by
Tommy Hoke, Jena
Hoke and Lisa Allison.
Active pallbearers
will be Jerry McNutt,
Rudy Barnett, Gary
Ray, Larry Ray, Billy
Coleman and Larry
Crouse.
Serving as honorary
pallbearers will be
FraniuAlbert Overbey,
Charles Hoke, Joe
Wayne Thweatt, Dwain
McClard, Martin
Bailey, Jr., and William
B. Miller.
Burial will follow in
the Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Friends may call at
the funeral home.
Mr. Ramsey,44, Rt. 1,
Almo, died Wednesday
at 11 p.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Mary Lee
Miller Ramsey; three
daughters, Mrs. Ricky
Hargrove, Miss Melissa
Ramsey and Miss
Teresa Ramsey; his
mother, Mrs. Nellie
Ramsey; four sisters,
Mrs. Wayne Washburn,
Mrs. Joe Wilson, Mrs.
James T. Mitchell and
Mrs. Jimmy Downing;
two brothers, Charles
Ramsey and James
Mark Ramsey.

and Mrs. Bill (Patsy)
Stenberg, Benton, Ill.;
six sons, Gerald
Raspberry, Farley
Raspberry, James
Raspberry, Hugh
Raspberry and Billy
Raspberry, all of Hazel,
and Joe Raspberry,
Murray.
Two surviving sisters
Megnon
are Mrs
Morgan, Dresden,
Tenn., and Mrs.
Christine Ashton,
Sacramento, C-alif. One
surviving brother is Bill
Hendricks, Lenchburgh,
Mo.
Twenty-seven grandchildren, 36 greatgrandchildren and four
great -greatgrandchildren also
survive.
Mrs. Raspberry was a
member of the Hazel
Baptist Church where
the funeral will be
Saturday at 2 p.m. The
Rev. James Garland and
Bob Cary will officiate.
Grandsons will serve
as pallbearers. Burial
will follow in the Hazel
Cemetery.
Friends may call
after 3 p.m. today (Friday) at the Miller
Funeral Home, Hazel.

H.L. Erwin
dies Thursday
H.L. (Tony) Erwin,
70, 850 East Broadway,
Mayfield, died Thursday at 11:20 p.m. at the
Community Hospital
there.
Born July13, 1914, in
Calloway County, he
was the son of the late
William S. Erwin and
Emily Curd Erwin.
He is survived by two
brothers, Harry Erwin
and Randolph Erwin,
both of Mayfield.
The funeral will be
Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of the Roberts
Funeral Home,
Mayfield. The Rev. Jimmy Moreland will
officiate.
Burial will follow in
the Murray City
Cemetery at Murray.
Friends may call at
the funera home after 6
p.m. tonight (Friday).

National guardsmen
rescue helicopters
from burning hangar
SMYRNA, Tenn.
(AP) — Five Tennessee
National Guard
helicopters, valued at
more than $1 million,
were spared from fire
after seven guardsmen
dragged them out of a
burning hangar, officials say.
No one was injured in
the blaze Wednesday
morning at the guard's
aviation facility here,
but 14 military personnel were examined at a
hospital to ensure they
had not inhaled toxic
fumes from burning insulation in the hangar.

estimated $25,000
damage to the building,
was not known.
The 30-minute blaze
was reported about
10:30 a.m. when construction workers on the
roof of an adjoining
building saw flames
leaping out of the
building. Two guardsmen spotted smoke at
about the same time,
Col. Robert Whitworth
said Thursday.

The cause of the fire,
which caused an

M.Thomas'
rites Sunday
Services for Mrs.
Bessie Thomas will be
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist
Church. The Rev. Paul
McAdoo will officiate.
Burial will follow in
the church cemetery
with arrangements by
the Miller Funeral
Home of Hazel.
Mrs. Thomas, 77,
Nashville, Tenn.,
formerly of Calloway
County, died Thursday
at 1:30 a.m. at a hospital
in St. Petersburg, Fla.
She is survived by one
son, Bob Thomas of St.
Petersburg; one sister,
Mrs. Clover Boyd; three
brothers, Eugene
Smotherman, George
Smotherman and J.P.
Smotherman.

By GEORGE
W.CORNELL
AP Religion Writer
The nation's electioncampaign controversy
over faith and politics,
Including arguments
about abortion and the
biblical end-time battle
of Armageddon, was
judged by religion news
specialists as 1984's top
religion story.
It featured a headline
cast, the presidential
aspirants, their political
supporters and sundry
religious figures.
In a poll of religion
news reporters and
editors across the coun-

Fire destroys
company

MARION,Ky.(AP) —
A fire of an unknown
origin destroyed the
R.C. Owen Lumber Co.
near here, a fire department official said.
The blaze broke out
about 1:30 p.m. CST
Thursday at the sawmill
and it took firefighters
about four hours to brFRANKFORT, Ky.
ing under control, said
(AP) — State police say
Frank Conger, the assisit is highly unlikely —
tant fire chief for
barring new evidence —
Marion.
that they will discover
There were no inthe origin of a piece of
juries among the 13
glass that punctured
employees or the 26 men
Gov. Martha Layne Colfrom the Marion and
lins' intestine.
Crittenden County
The agency has run
volunteer fire departnumerous tests on the
ments, he said.
1.3-inch piece of glass at
A large amount of
its forensics laboratory.
machinery inside the
"It is very, very difbusiness was also
ficult — almost impossidestroyed, Conger said.
ble — to determine the
He said there was also
origin of glass," lab
an explosion when a
manager Edward
tank of oil caught on
Dance said Thursday.
fire.
He said the difficulty
The cause of the blaze
is enhanced with the
is not yet known, Conger
glass shard found in
said.
Mrs. Collins because it
has nothing to set it
apart, such as fracture
lines, which could give
an indication of its
origin.
Dance said additional
lab work would be conducted when the state
police's special investigations branch provided more information
or made additional requests for specific tests.
The end of that work
will be followed by a
final report to investigators, he said.
"Unless we obtain additional information
that might cause us to
suspect the glass came
from a particular
source, there are not
many leads to follow up
on," said Maj. Thomas
Rakestraw, who heads
the state police investigations branch.
Dr. Bill Collins, the
governor's husband, initially suggested that
the glass came from an
airline meal eaten by
his wife on the way to
England, where she
underwent emergency
abdominal surgery Nov.
21.
Police said that has
not proved conclusive to
950 Tablets
them.

Glass origin
still unkncrwn

try, conducted by the
200-member Religion
Newswriters Association, 84 responded,
voting that the campaign furor about
religion was the top
religious development.
It sparked discussions
of beliefs from both
President Reagan and
his Democratic rival,
Walter Mondale, and
sideline fireworks from
his running mate,
Geraldine Ferraro.
She and two other
New York Catholics,
Bishop John O'Connor
and Gov. Mario Cuomo,
carried on a running
feud about outlawing
abortion, while other
bishops urged broader
life concerns. Several
religious figures
criticized Reagan for
his professed interest in
the biblical images of
Armageddon.

OM QUAUTY
SERVICE PARTS

But evangelicals over- Sikhs in India following vestigation of the South
whelmingly backed the storming of their African Council of Churhim, 68 percent of them Golden Temple, ensuing ches he had headed with
according to a post- in the assassination of no action against it.
election Gallup poll, as India's president, Indira
Fifth — Congress
did majorities of Pro- Gandhi.
voted down a schooltestants and Catholics.
Fourth — Awarding of prayer amendment
The year's second- the Nobel Peace Prize to backed by the Reagan
placed religion story, South African Anglican administration, but
the release by Catholic Bishop Desmond Tutu, passed an "equal acbishops of the first draft an eloquent black critic cess" law giving student
of their strongly liberal of his country's race- religion groups the
pastoral letter on the separation system,later same rights to meet on
U.S. economy urging elected bishop of Johan- school premises as
more government help nesburg. The gover- other extracurricular
to the poor, also had ment concluded an in- clubs.
political ramifications. 4
—
But the bishops had
delayed its issuance unRemember Last Winter?
til after the election.
In order of their rankSub Zero Temperatures, Frozen
ing, as compiled by
And Busted Water Pipes All Over
religion writer Wllmar
Town! Huge Plumbing Bills! Don't
Thorkelson of Minneapolis, these were
Let That Happen To You This Year
other big religion stories
- Call Your Home Weather Proofof the year:
ing Experts...
Third — The wave of
violence by militant,
homeland -demanding

a

621
S. 4th

GM

ontro

Keep That Great
GM Feeling With
Genuine GM Parts

Of Murray, Inc.
We Are Introducing Into The Murray Area

01111111111Al IMIlleill OSOPOIATION

*Temp Vent
Easily installed, thermostatically controlled ventilation ducts for the foundation and crawl areas of your home.
*Full Lifetime Guarantee
*Automatically Opens & Shuts According
To Outside Temp.
*Fully Open At 70 Deg. F.
*Fully Closed At 38 Deg. F.
*Three decorator colors, gray, black,
brown
*Fits into existing vent openings or can
be custom fit to specific areas and needs.
*We also offer expert service In water
pipe insulation and moisture barrier
installment.
CALL US TODAY FOR
A FREE INSPECTION
AND ESTIMATE
753-0414 or 753-3914

1984 Chev. Suburban
12,927 miles, electric tailgate window, air
conditioning-front & rear, electronic
speed control, automatic transmission,
Comfortilt steering wheel, AM[FM stereo
radio.

$14,900.00

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
733.2617

641 S. Mersey

Nuprin

THROAT
COATING
COUGH
MEDICINE
AVAILABLE IN

24 Tablets

1.77

4 FORMULAS

McKesson
Aspirin

Less Mfr's. Refund - $2.59

1.29
Nutjuil®

K&K STUMP

REMOVAL

FREE

Your Final Cost

Ihme

GRAVEL
We Haul
Coldwater
Pit Gravel
435-4343
435-4319

$2.59

Sale Price

VICKB®

VapoRub
RELIEVES DISTRESS
OF COLDS

NIGICITIME COLDS MEDICINE

$2.69
DURACELL

New Year's Specials
Rent A V.C.R. and
6 Movies For Only

*24.95
— Or —
6 Movies For

While Supply Lasts

Panasonic VCR
VHS Format, 14-Day
Programmable
Remote Control

Remember!
'We're Murray's
Only Complete
Rental Store

Sale

D or C
2-Pack
or
9 Volt
AA
4-Pack

Reg. $488.93

*10.00
Pick-Up Fri. &
Bring Back Wed.

amen.
DORACE

*399.95

Coupon
L'OREAL
Styling
Mousse

$169

$ 1.49

$229

Open Fri. Night to 6:00 p.m.

'4,0,44AS

RENTAVSALES

753-2380

CENTER
200E M.n

5 Oz.

753-8201

(

